Features


For accounts of Yawelmani harmony (§2.4.2), see Kuroda (1967). Archangel (1984), Pulleyblank (1988a) and Archangel and Pulleyblank (1989, 1994) give accounts of harmony in Yoruba (§2.4.3). For a discussion of harmony in Nez Perce, in particular whether it involves spreading of /a/ or of /a/, see Anderson and Durand (1988).


For proposals on the representation of consonants in single-valued feature theory (§2.6), see, besides the dependency and government references given above, Smith (1988), Harris (1990, 1997) and Harris and Kaye (1990). Ladefoged (1975: ch. 12) offers an account in terms of a multivalued feature [place], whose values correspond to the traditional articulatory labels for place of articulation.


3 Syllables

3.1 Introduction

In the first two chapters of this book we considered the internal structure of the segment in some detail. In the course of our discussion, we saw that certain features may be relevant to stretches of speech larger than just a single segment. This generally involved cases where two adjacent segments agreed in their specifications for place or voicing, for example. In other cases, such as vowel harmony, the two segments involved appeared not to be immediately adjacent, in that consonants could intervene which did not appear to be affected by the harmony process in question. However, we argued that the adjacency condition was in fact met, provided that we interpreted adjacency to refer to successive elements on some tier.

There are still other types of cases in which stretches of adjacent segments appear to agree with respect to a certain property. For example, in the South American Indian language Terena (or Tereno), spoken in Brazil (cf. Bendor-Samuel 1960), the 1st person singular morpheme is realised by spreading nasality from left to right throughout the word. Thus the form for 'his brother' is [ojo], while the form for 'my brother' differs only in the fact that all the segments are nasalised, giving [a:jö]. In the kind of notation we have been developing (ignoring considerations of underspecification, etc.), we can show that sequences of segments can share a single nasal feature or autosegment as shown in (1) (we are assuming that nasality is expressed by a single-valued feature N (cf. §2.3); we also use the single-valued features V and C):

\[ (1) \begin{array}{c}
\text{N tier} \\
\text{V} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{V} \\
\text{a} \quad \text{j} \quad \text{o} \\
\end{array} \]

In cases like this, a single feature appears to be the property of a sequence of segments, rather than of an individual segment. This raises the question
of whether there are particular strings of segments which are involved in processes like this more regularly than others, perhaps strings which form independently motivated constituents of some kind. In other words, do certain strings regularly form **domains** for the application of such processes, or is it the case that **any** string of segments is a candidate for feature sharing of the type illustrated in (1)?

It certainly seems to be the case that the 'word' is a constituent which acts as a domain of this sort. Word-bound nasal agreement processes like those in (1) are not uncommon, although they may be more complex than is the case in (1). In Terena, for example, the situation is not as straightforward as we have suggested. Rather, nasality spreads from the beginning of the noun only as far as the first obstruent (which is realised as a prenasalised stop or fricative), as shown in (2) (examples from Bendor-Samuel 1960: 350):

(2) a. owoku ‘his house’  āwōnggu ‘my house’
   b. pihu ‘he went’  mbihô ‘I went’
   c. emoɔu ‘his word’  ẽmōɔgu ‘my word’

In (2a), nasality spreads as far as the velar stop, where it is blocked from spreading any further, while in (b) it cannot spread beyond the first segment, a bilabial stop. In these cases the stop is realised as prenasalised, i.e. as a complex segment (cf. §3.6 below). Notice that the glottal stop in (c) does not block the spreading, even though it is not itself affected. (3) gives the representation after spreading for the form ‘my house’:

(3) \[
\begin{array}{c}
N \\
V & C & V & C \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{o} \quad \text{w} \quad \text{o} \quad \text{k} \quad \text{u} \quad \text{[āwōnggu]}\]

We ignore here the question of the details of how the N autosegment is associated with the voiceless stop to give a prenasalised stop. What appears to be involved here is similar to the effects discussed for Apinaye in §1.4; in Terena the stop ‘accepts’ the spreading feature, but blocks its further spreading, yielding a segment whose left edge is nasal, but whose right edge is oral. What (3) demonstrates is that the domain of nasal spreading is the whole word, even though there is an extra restriction – the presence of a stop – which can block the spreading from reaching to the end of the domain in question.

---

1 The transparency of glottal stops to the spreading of nasality in Terena is perhaps due to the fact that such segments lack a place node in their feature representation (cf. the discussion of /h/ in §1.3.5).

---

2 For discussion of the relationship between the morphology and phonology of suffixation and compounding, in particular within Lexical Phonology, see e.g. Kaisse and Shaw (1985). For a different kind of approach, see Harris (1994: ch. 1).
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(6) a. kind  [kænd]
lamp  [læmp]
b. climbed  [klɪmd]
banged  [bænd]
c. gundrop  [gændrɒp]
moonbeam  [mʌnbɪm]
gangbang  [gæŋbæŋ]
Sten gun  [stɛnɡʊn]

We are, of course, not denying that optional assimilation may occur in forms like those in (6c), giving for example [mʌnbɪm] for moonbeam and [stɛŋɡan] for Sten gun; however, such assimilation is largely restricted to coronal nasals, with labials and velars being much less likely to undergo assimilation, so that *[gæŋbæŋ] for gangbang and *[gændrɒp] for gundrop are improbable realizations. Thus, these examples differ from those in (6a), where homorganicity is obligatory, and in (6b), where it is impossible.

Processes like these appear to show that morphological and syntactic structure may be relevant to phonological processes. In the examples which we have been considering, the domains within which feature agreement holds appear to be morpho-syntactic in nature. However, many phonologists would argue that the role of such morpho-syntactic units is indirect, and that the relevant domains are phonological units, usually referred to as prosodic or phonological words or phrases.

One well-known process of this kind is that of Raddoppiamento Sintattico (RS) in Italian (see Nespor and Vogel 1986). This is a process which lengthens a word-initial consonant when it follows a word-final stressed vowel. Nespor and Vogel (1986: 38) give the following examples:

(7) a. La scimmia aveva appena mangiato metà [b]janana.
   ‘The monkey had just eaten half a banana.’
   ‘The gorilla had just eaten four bananas.’

RS applies in (7a), as the final vowel of meta is stressed, but not in (7b), because quattro has penultimate stress. However, RS fails in many contexts in which the segmental conditions appear to be met:

(8) a. La volpe ne aveva mangiato metà [pɾima di addormentarsi.
   ‘The fox had eaten half of it before falling asleep.’

3 Note that although the spelling of Sten gun would suggest that it consists of two separate words, its stress pattern (stɛŋɡan) shows that it behaves as a compound word in English.
4 Writers on RS observe that there is a great deal of regional variation in the way in which the process operates. We are not concerned here with these variations.

   ‘I saw three such ugly humming birds.’

As part of an argument for positing prosodic (phonological) constituents which are distinct from syntactic constituents, Nespor and Vogel argue that RS only takes place if the two words are part of the same phonological phrase, a unit which, as noted, does not necessarily correspond to any syntactic constituent. Thus RS again provides an illustration of a process whose application depends on whether or not the elements affected are within the same suprasegmental domain.

This is a very simplified statement of RS, but it serves as an illustration of the importance of non-syntactic suprasegmental domains to certain phonological processes. In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss in some detail what is probably the most familiar of these phonological domains, or phonological constituents, the syllable. In Chapter 4, we consider a larger constituent, the foot, and its interaction with the placement of stress and accent in languages. In this book, we will not consider constituents such as the phonological phrase, but will limit our attention to the phonological word. Underlying our discussion is the assumption that suprasegmental constituent structure has the general form in (9), where $\phi$ is the phonological phrase, $\omega$ the phonological word, $F$ the foot and $\sigma$ the syllable:

(9)

The prosodic hierarchy\(^5\) in (9) shows a consistent structure, in that, at any level, a constituent splits into two identical constituents at the immediately lower level. This is a reflection of the principle formulated by Nespor and Vogel (1986: 7) as follows: 'A given nonterminal unit of the prosodic hierarchy, $X^p$, is composed of one or more units of the immediately lower category, $X^{p-1}$.' Thus the phonological phrase consists of two phonological words, the phonological word consists of two feet, and the foot of two syllables.

The syllable, then, is the smallest element in this hierarchy. It is clear that speakers in some sense know about the syllabic structure of the words in their language, i.e. they can decide both how many syllables there are in a

\(^5\) Hence also the terms prosodic word, prosodic foot, etc.
word and, very often, where one syllable ends and the next begins. Most
speakers of English, for example, will syllabify the words in (10) as shown:

(10) albatross  [æbətrɔs],  [æbəttru]  [æbəttru]
America  [æmərɪka],  [ɔmərɪkə]
slender  [slendər],  [slendər]

The existence of the syllable might seem a straightforward matter, given
the discussion above. Nevertheless, things are not quite as simple as we have
suggested. It is certainly not the case that native speakers agree on the exact
location of syllable boundaries in all the words of a language, as is evidenced
by the various syllabifications in (11):

(11) master  [mɑːstər],  [mɔːstər]
reveals  [rɪˈviːlz],  [rɛˈviːlz]
pastry  [ˈpeɪstrɪ],  [ˈpeɪstrɪ]

Furthermore, it is not immediately apparent what it is that native speakers
are counting when they say that, for example, eccentricity has five syllables
and remarkable four – although there will seldom be disagreement between
speakers on this point. From a phonetic point of view, it is often claimed that
what is involved here is relative sonority, in particular the notion of sonority
peak: each syllable has one sonority peak, i.e., a segment which is more
sonorous than any of the others. Sonority is thus a relative, rather than an
absolute, property. In auditory terms, the sonority peak is more prominent than
the surrounding segments, and forms the syllabic element. As we anticipated
in §1.3.1, vowels are inherently more sonorous than consonants, and so the
vowel, if there is one, in a syllable will be the syllabic peak. However, in
syllables which do not contain a vowel the most sonorous consonant will be the
syllabic peak. For example, in the pronunciation of English bottles as [bɔtiz],
the [t] will be syllabic in the second syllable, giving [bɔtiz]. Notice that a
sonorant consonant will only form the peak if there is no segment immedi-
ately preceding or following it with greater sonority. In the word confusion,
pronounced [kɒnʃuʒn], there are three sonorant consonants (n, j and n).
Only the final [n] is a syllabic peak, however, as shown in (12), in which we
distinguish three degrees of sonority (vowels, sonorant consonants and obstru-
ents); the peaks are indicated by an open circle, non-peaks by a closed circle:

(12) kənʃuʒn

As we have seen, the phonetic interpretation of sonority is not as uncontroversial as we are suggesting
here. For discussions, see Malch and Fitch (1989), Nathan (1989).

3.1 Introduction

The final [n] is the only sonorant consonant which is neither preceded nor
followed by a more sonorous segment (the preceding consonant is less sonor-
ous, and there is no following segment), and so forms a syllabic peak, as do
the vowels, which are more sonorous than their neighbors. In English, sys-
labic consonants are restricted to unstressed syllables, by virtue of the fact
that stressed syllables tend to contain full vowels, while in unstressed sys-
lables we typically find vowel reduction, with further optional deletion of the
reduced vowel when it is followed by a sonorant consonant. Thus, as well as
[kɒnʃuʒn], we also find the pronunciation [kɒnʃuʒn].

Even obstruents can be syllabic in English, but typically only in fast speech.
Thus, pronunciations such as [spɪʃʃ] for suspicious can be heard. In addition,
English has items such as pass! [pæʃ] and ssh!! [ʃʃ]. In other languages, though,
syllabic obstruents (and indeed sonorants) are more widespread, in the sense
that they may occur regularly in stressed as well as unstressed syllables (see
e.g. Hoard 1978 on Northwest Indian languages, and Dell and Elmedlaoui
1985 on Berber).

On the one hand, the syllable divisions in (10) clearly demonstrate that
syllabification is independent of the number of segments in a word: there are
no languages, for example, which organise every sequence of, say, three seg-
ments into a syllable to give syllable divisions like *[elb][str][ps]. On the
other hand, organisation into syllables equally clearly cannot be derived from
any independently given morphemic structure, since the words in (10) are all
simple, i.e., they contain only a single morpheme. Indeed, syllabic structure
can even be in conflict with morphological structure:

(13) lending  lendɪŋ  [lɛndɪŋ]
writer  writeɪŋ  [rɪˈraɪtər]

The morpheme boundary falls after the stop in (13); the syllable boundary
falls before it.

In some cases, morpho-syntactic boundaries may prevent the application
of the normal phonological syllabification rules of a language. In an inter-
vocalic biconsonantal cluster in English, we expect the syllable boundary to
fall before the first consonant (cf. albatross in (10)) or between the conso-
nants (slender). We find exactly the same pattern in Dutch, as shown in (14):

(14) sterker  sterktər  'stronger'
avontuur  avontuər  'adventure'

However, if the morphological boundary is strong enough, syllabification
does not operate in the expected way, as shown in (15):

(15) avonduur  avonduər  'evening (hour)'
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Dutch avonden is a compound word, in which the last consonant of the first element is underlyingly voiced, as is evidenced from the fact that the plural form of the first element is avonden [avonden] (cf. singular avond [avont], with syllable-final voicing; (12) in Chapter 1). The fact that the final stop of avond is also voiceless in avonduur shows that here too it is syllable-final. Both intervocalic consonants must then precede the syllable boundary. Thus the only segmental distinction between avontuur and avonduur is the placement of the syllable boundary; they are otherwise homophonous. If syllable division is in itself bound to the prosodic word domain, then we must assume that each member of a compound word constitutes a phonological word.

We will now try to establish whether the native speaker's ability to parse a string into 'syllables' has any relevance to phonological theory. Can we, by invoking the notion of the syllable, explain phonological facts which we could not otherwise explain? In other words, are there properties of the phonological organisation of segments which lead us to formalise the syllable as a unit within our theory of phonology? If the answer to this question is negative, we do not require a unit of this kind in our theory of phonological representation, even though it seems to reflect a particular kind of organisation which speakers of a language attribute to strings of segments. In §3.2 we consider arguments which appear to support the need for the syllable as a unit in our phonological representations. We then discuss the question of how syllable structure is most adequately represented (§§3.3–3.7), and in so doing will address a variety of issues concerning the relation between syllable structure and segmental structure, and will provide further motivation for the syllable by showing that it may form the domain for the application of certain phonological rules. In §3.8, however, we consider one school of phonological thought which holds that some of the arguments in support of the syllable as a unit are spurious, while accepting that there is evidence for prosodic units smaller than the syllable.

3.2 Why syllables?

Although it is clear that there is a unit which native speakers recognise as a syllable, we still have to demonstrate that it is required in phonological analysis. One kind of evidence involves the native speaker's ability to judge whether or not an arbitrary string of segments is a possible word in the language. As we will show, this ability hinges crucially on the fact that the native speaker can only assign a well-formed syllabic organisation to a string of segments if the string in question is a possible word of the language.

---

7 Suprasegmentally, however, there is a difference between the stress patterns of the words: avon'tuur vs 'avonden'.

8 We are ignoring here the fact that word-initial syllables can have initial clusters which can appear only at the beginning of words (e.g. *hout in Dutch knuffel 'cuddle'). Thus *aikne would be ill formed in Dutch. Furthermore, certain word-final clusters cannot appear as the final cluster of a non-final syllable. For example, although an English word may end in the sequence /st/ in a rhotic dialect (as in burst), there are no monomorphemic words in which a non-final syllable ends in this cluster.
there are many processes which affect segments at the ‘edges’ or ‘margins’ of syllables. A case in point would be final devoicing in Dutch, which we considered in §1.3.1. Given the organisation of segments into syllables, the generalisation is quite simply that a syllable-final obstruent (or obstruent cluster) is never voiced. If we do not have the syllable as a phonological unit, we are still able to describe the process, but we are forced to state a disjunction in the rule: devoicing takes place in two environments, as demonstrated in (18).

On the one hand, obstruents are voiceless in word-final position (18a), and on the other, there are no voiced obstruents in the environment in (18b):

\[
\begin{align*}
(18) \text{a.} & \ /\text{bat}\text{/} \quad /\text{bath} / \\
& /\text{breat}\text{/} \quad /\text{birth} / \\
& /\text{breat}\text{/} \quad /\text{breat} / \\
& /\text{atlas}\text{/} \quad /\text{atlas} / \\
& /\text{ortman}\text{/} \quad /\text{ortman} / \\
& /\text{prism}\text{/} \quad /\text{prism} / \\
\end{align*}
\]

In an SPE-type formalism, in which the syllable was given no formal recognition, such apparent disjunctions were represented as in (19):

\[
\begin{align*}
(19) & \quad \text{f} \quad \# \\
& \quad \text{C} \\
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. the environment of the process is defined as preceding either a word-boundary or a consonant. A formulation such as (19), however, like any other involving a disjunction in the environment, betrays the fact that we have failed to find what it is that is shared in that environment.

Notice that the question of the underlying value for voicing is not at issue: in (18a), as we have seen, the obstruent may be underlyingly voiced (e.g. /\text{breat}/) or voiceless (e.g. /\text{breat}/), depending on its behaviour in other contexts (\text{f}\text{o} \text{u} \text{t} \text{e} \text{d} \text{ly} \text{e} \text{m} \text{e} \text{d} \text{v} \text{o} \text{i} \text{s} \text{i} \text{n} \text{g}) vs \text{i} \text{g} \text{v} \text{o} \text{i} \text{s} \text{i} \text{n} \text{g} \text{e} \text{m} \text{e} \text{n} \text{v} \text{e} \text{n} \text{t} \text{i} \text{m} \text{e} \text{n} \text{t} \text{i} \text{i} \text{g} \text{n} \text{t} \text{v} \text{i} \text{s} \text{i} \text{n} \text{g}), while in (18b) there is no evidence available to decide whether the obstruent is underlyingly voiced or voiceless, given the fact that there are no alternations to be found.

In a non-syllabic formulation, it is, in spite of (19), very difficult to identify the environment in (18b) in which ‘final’ obstruents must be voiceless. The environment is not in fact ‘immediately preceding a consonant’, as (19) suggests, because of the existence of the forms in (20a), which do not display devoicing of the medial obstruent. Indeed, a voiceless obstruent can also occur in what appears to be the same environment, i.e. preceding /\text{l}/ or /\text{l}/ (20b):

\[
\begin{align*}
(20) \text{a.} & \quad /\text{ko} \text{b} / \quad \text{c} \text{o} \text{b} r \text{a} / \quad \text{c} \text{o} \text{b} r \text{a} / \\
& \quad /\text{blot}/ \quad \text{s} \text{j} \text{b} \text{o} \text{o} \text{n} / \quad \text{s} \text{j} \text{b} \text{o} \text{o} \text{n} / \\
& \quad /\text{metro}/ \quad \text{m} \text{e} \text{tro} / \quad \text{m} \text{e} \text{tro} / \\
& \quad /\text{pat} \text{t} \text{ron} / \quad \text{p} \text{a} \text{t} \text{r} \text{o} \text{on} / \quad \text{p} \text{a} \text{t} \text{r} \text{o} \text{on} / \\
\end{align*}
\]

Rather, the generalisation is that an obstruent in a medial cluster does not undergo devoicing if the cluster is a well-formed syllable-initial. If this is not the case, as in atlas (there are no syllable-initial */\text{t}l*/ clusters in Dutch), the first syllable ends before the /\text{l}/, and so the obstruent is syllable-final. The difference in syllabification is shown in (21), in which the (a) forms show the obstruent in syllable-final position, where it must be voiceless, while the (b) forms show that the second syllable begins before the obstruent, so that the obstruent is syllable-initial, and hence does not devoice if it is underlyingly voiced:

\[
\begin{align*}
(21) \text{a.} & \quad /\text{at} / \text{las} / \quad /\text{bra} / \text{r} / \\
& \quad /\text{ort} / \text{man} / \\
& \quad /\text{pr} / \text{is} / \text{m} / \\
\end{align*}
\]

Thus devoicing in Dutch takes place in the single environment in (22), i.e. in syllable-final position, rather than in the two apparently unrelated environments in (19):

\[
\begin{align*}
(22) & \quad \text{f} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The aspiration of voiceless stops in English provides another example of a syllable-edge process.\(^8\) Aspiration takes place when the stop is followed by a primary or secondary stressed vowel, but only if the stop is the first element in the syllable. Thus no aspiration takes place if the stop is preceded by /\text{s}/ (the only consonant which can precede the stop to yield a well-formed syllable-initial cluster), irrespective of whether the consonants involved are in word-initial position (23a) or word-medial position (23b). However, a word-medial stop preceding an unstressed syllable is unaspirated, whether or not it is preceded by /\text{s}/ (23c):

\[
\begin{align*}
(23) \text{a.} & \quad /\text{tile} / \quad /\text{t} / \text{a} / \text{i} / \\
& \quad /\text{stie} / \\
& \quad /\text{re} / \text{t} / \text{ie} / \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{b.} /\text{distend} / \quad /\text{dis} / \text{tend} / \]

\[\text{c.} /\text{mutter} / \quad /\text{mu} / \text{t} / \text{ter} / \]

\[\text{muster} /\text{mu} / \text{t} / \text{ser} / \]

\(^8\) For a fuller account of aspiration in English as a syllable-based process, see Spencer (1996: §6.2.1).
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Thus the environment in which aspiration is found is \( \_\_ \), i.e. at the beginning of a stressed syllable.\(^{11}\)

Another source of evidence for the status of the syllable as a phonological unit can be found in the behaviour of Dutch vowels which are often referred to as 'lax' or 'checked' (cf. the discussion of lax vowels in §1.3.3). This is the set of vowels which cannot occur in syllable-final position in Dutch, i.e. in open syllables. Thus (24) would be ill formed in Dutch, because the vowel in the final syllable is lax:

\[
(24) \quad *[\text{mar}][\text{ko}]_0
\]

Lax vowels are not found in word-final position, then. But they are also not found preceding a cluster which is a well-formed syllable-initial, as in (25a), although they can precede a cluster which is not a well-formed initial cluster, such as /rr/ in (25b):

\[
(25) \quad a. \quad *[\text{mar}][\text{ko}]_0 \quad \text{Marco (name)}
b. \quad [\text{mar}][\text{ko}]_0
\]

Furthermore, if the following syllable starts with a vowel, the preceding vowel cannot be lax, as in (26a):

\[
(26) \quad a. \quad *[\text{ba}][\text{at}]_0 \quad \text{macro 'macro'}
b. \quad [\text{ba}][\text{at}]_0 \quad \text{hiatus 'hiatus'}
\]

Tense vowels are required in all these contexts, then, giving for example the forms in (26b).\(^{12}\)

We should notice that the existence of constraints of this kind removes an ambiguity with respect to syllabification. The fact that macro cannot be realised with a lax vowel in the first syllable indicates that the syllabification which we have been assuming is indeed correct; i.e. both the /k/ and the /r/ are assigned to the second syllable, rather than the first, even though syllables ending with /rr/ are well formed in Dutch, as are syllables beginning with /rr/.

The fact that the /k/ in, for example, macro is assigned to the second syllable is due to a principle which appears to hold true of languages in general: given an intervocalic consonant or consonant cluster, assign it to the

beginning of the second syllable, unless an ill-formed syllable-initial cluster is thereby formed.\(^{13}\) Anything preceding a well-formed initial cluster is then assigned to the end of the previous syllable. This is usually referred to as the maximal onset principle.\(^{14}\)

In English, the assignment of stress provides further evidence for the existence of the syllable. Syllables which are closed or contain a long vowel attract stress, whereas syllables ending in a short vowel do not. This restriction is illustrated by the examples in (27), taken from Chomsky and Halle (1968: 71):

\[
(27) \quad \text{arena} \quad [\text{ar}][\text{en}][\text{an}][\text{e}]_0 \\
\text{agenda} \quad [\text{ar}][\text{de}][\text{na}][\text{a}]_0 \\
\text{America} \quad [\text{a}][\text{me}][\text{ri}][\text{ka}][\text{a}]_0
\]

The rules of stress assignment in English are highly complex, and we will not go into details of their operation here (but see, e.g., §4.3). However, we can observe that different classes of words have different syllables as their 'targets' for stress. The target in the class of nouns illustrated in (27) is the penultimate syllable, as illustrated by arena, whose penultimate syllable contains a long vowel, and agenda, with a penultimate syllable closed by a consonant. However, the penultimate syllable of America contains a short vowel and is not closed by a consonant, and so it rejects stress, which is then shifted to the antepenultimate syllable. Notice that the distinction we have just drawn can be characterised in a unitary fashion if phonological sequences are indeed divided into syllables. In other words, the application of the stress rules depends on whether a consonant following a short vowel belongs to the same syllable as the vowel (as in agenda, for example) or to the following syllable (as in America). This is not just a matter of the number of consonants following a short vowel, as might at first be thought, but, just like the Dutch examples in (20), involves placement of the syllable boundary, as is shown in (28) for the English word algebra:

\[
(28) \quad \text{algebra} \quad [\text{el}][\text{ga}][\text{bra}]_0
\]

A language which does not allow consonant clusters at the beginning of a syllable will have to assign the first element of a consonant cluster to the previous syllable, however.

Dutch does allow lax vowels immediately preceding a CV sequence. One common source of this is the inflection of nouns and verbs: compare /pad/ [pad] pod 'toad' with /padan/ [padan] 'toads' and /lek/ [lek] (lek 'lark') leken 'lark' with /lekken/ [lekken] 'lekken' (weaken). (This is a lexical matter: compare /pad/ [pad] pod 'path' with /padan/ [padan] 'paths'.) Standard analyses of Dutch assume either that the intervocalic consonant syllabifies to the left, i.e. it forms part of the first syllable, giving e.g. [pad][an], or that it is ambisyllabic, e.g. [pad][an]. The first consonant of a well-formed initial cluster cannot be considered ambisyllabic in such analyses, as this would yield *[zk][br][e] instead of the well-formed *[zk][br][e], cobo 'cobo'. The second consonant of a well-formed initial cluster, however, is ambisyllabic, e.g. [ma][n][e] marmer 'marble'. By analogy with forms with final clusters, it is also possible to analyse paddeken as containing a double (i.e. geminates) consonant, giving [pad][de][ne], and [lek][ken]. For discussion, see van der Hult (1984, 1985).
Here the vowel of the penultimate syllable occurs in an open syllable, even though it is followed by two consonants, and so the syllable rejects stress, which shifts to the antepenultimate.

The example of stress assignment in English has been extensively used to show the superiority of an approach to stress which incorporates the syllable over the treatment given by Chomsky and Halle (1968). In SPE, as noted above, there is no phonological unit corresponding to the notion of syllable, so that any cluster which is a well-formed syllable-initial, and therefore cannot be preceded by a stressed short vowel, must be specified individually in the stress rules. This is tantamount to incorporating the syllabification rules of a language in every rule which makes reference to syllable boundaries in one way or another, and clearly misses the generalisation illustrated by the forms in (27).

### 3.3 The representation of syllable structure

We have seen that the syllable is a unit which is required in phonological theory, and that segments can be seen as the constituents of which syllables are constructed. Using a common formalism, we can represent this in terms of the tree structures in (29a), a possible representation of the syllables making up English *albatross*:

\[
\text{(29) a. } \sigma \sigma \sigma \\
\quad \text{b. } [\text{sel}][\text{ba}][\text{tres}]_o
\]

Thus /æ/ and /l/ are constituents of a unit labelled syllable (σ), and similarly for the other segments. The tree structure in (a) and the labelled bracketing in (b) are equivalent. Notice, crucially, but perhaps confusingly, that the constituent trees in (a) have a quite different interpretation from representations such as (1), although they are apparently formally identical. Here the lines linking the levels denote constituency, whereas those in (1) and similar diagrams denote association. In other words, /æ/ and /l/ in (29a) are part of a larger unit σ, while no such claim is made in (1), which merely shows that the feature N is a property of each of the segments with which it is associated. This notational ambiguity, although unfortunate, is now so widespread that it seems pointless to try to avoid it here.\(^{15}\)

We have already seen that there is evidence to suggest that syllables themselves may be grouped into constituents larger than the syllable, but smaller than the word. We consider this question in Chapter 4, where we discuss the

\[^{15}\text{We should notice, though, that Kahn (1976) considers the syllable node to be 'associated' to segments.}\]

### 3.4 Onset–rhyme theory

In the representations in (29) it is assumed that the syllable is a flat constituent, without any internal structure. This is evident from the structure given in (29a) for the syllable /træmp/, in which each of the segments is an immediate constituent of the syllable node, with no intervening nodes. This is by no means uncontroversial, however, and various proposals regarding the internal structure of the syllable have been put forward.

We will distinguish three proposals in this area. The differences between the proposals is illustrated in (30), three representations of the internal structure of the English monosyllabic morpheme /træmp/ tramp. For the present, we use the symbol 'X' to label nodes which are intermediate between the syllable and the segment:

\[
\text{(30) a. } \sigma \\
\quad \text{b. } \sigma \\
\quad \text{c. } \sigma
\]

\[
\text{t r æ m p} \\
\text{t r æ m p} \\
\text{t r æ m p}
\]

(30a) is a flat structure, like (29a), and as such is the minimal constituent structure which we might assign to the syllable. However, (30b) and (c) show two different ways of assigning further constituent structure within the syllable. (30b), in which we see a major split before the vowel of the syllable, illustrates the onset–rhyme theory of syllable structure, while (30c), where the split comes after the vowel, is one interpretation of an approach referred to as mora theory. We now consider these two approaches in some detail.

### 3.4 Onset–rhyme theory

As the name suggests, in onset–rhyme theory the syllable is analysed as consisting of two immediate constituents: the onset, containing any consonants preceding the vowel, and the rhyme, containing the vowel and whatever follows it:

\[
\text{t r æ m p}
\]

Various arguments have been put forward for the division of the syllable into two constituents of this sort. Notice first, however, that although the name of the phonological constituent 'rhyme' is derived from the term traditionally used in verse, we cannot equate the two concepts: the elements which rhyme
in the traditional sense are not necessarily just parts of the syllable, as might be suggested by a pair such as bill–mill, but may also involve something larger, as is evidenced by rhyming pairs such as older–colder and higgledy-piggledy. In the latter cases, the rhyming element is not just the rhyme of the syllable; apparently we are dealing with identity between the rhyme of the stressed syllable and any following unstressed syllables. (We will see in the following chapter that this state of affairs provides evidence for constituent structure above the syllable.) However, although the two notions of rhyme are different, the rhyming tradition does indicate the relevance of the onset–rhyme division as far as the stressed syllable is concerned.

Further evidence for the validity of the onset–rhyme division has been found in the apparent independence of the two constituents. That is, on the assumption that a syllable can be seen as a sequence of onset and rhyme, it has been claimed that the constraints on the co-occurrence of segments holding between onset and rhyme are much less severe than those holding within each of the two constituents. That is, given a list of well-formed onsets and well-formed rhymes, these can combine quite freely to form well-formed syllables. Thus onsets and rhymes are seen as autonomous units, each with their own constraints on their internal structure.

The combination of onsets and rhymes is not in fact entirely free, as is evidenced by a number of restrictions on the well-formedness of English syllables, of the type given in (32), from Clements and Keyser (1983: 20–1):

(32)  a. Stop + /l/ clusters are excluded before /u: u ə awl: *klvuitl, etc.
     b. English has virtually no words consisting of the form sCVC, that is, a consonant, a short vowel, and the consonant again.

The second of these two constraints means that words such as *stop, *skick and *stiff are apparently ruled out, even though the same sequences without the initial s are well formed in English.

Nevertheless, although the existence of restrictions such as (32) leads Clements and Keyser to reject the onset–rhyme approach to syllable structure in favour of a flat syllable structure, it is clear that the relationship between the vowel and the following consonants, if any, in a syllable is closer than that between the vowel and the preceding consonants. Restrictions of the type in (32) are much more common within the onset or the rhyme than between the two constituents. English, for example, does not allow onsets consisting of a stop followed by a nasal (33a), rhymes consisting of a tense vowel followed by /p/ (33b) or, as we have seen, final consonant clusters in which a nasal is not homorganic with a following stop, at least within a single morpheme (33c):

(33)  a. */kw-a/, */pn-a/, */mn-a/
     b. */i-in/, */o-on/
     c. */-mg/, */-qb/

Another argument in favour of identifying the rhyme as a constituent involves stress assignment. In English and Dutch, as in many other languages, the location of stress depends on the structure of the syllable; certain syllables may reject stress in contexts where we would otherwise expect it. In determining whether a syllable is stress-attracting or not, it appears that the number and type of consonants in the onset are entirely irrelevant, as is shown by an examination of the forms in (34), which belong to the same class as those in (27), i.e. the target syllable for stress is the penultimate:

(34)  a. arena [ærə]'ri:na
     b. America [æmə]{'me:ra}
     c. agenda [ədənə]{'de:nə}

The distinction is a matter of rhyme structure alone, as is illustrated by the target syllables of all the forms in (34), where the identity and number of onset consonants play no role in whether the syllable attracts or rejects stress. This again implies that the rhyme must be a unit which can be addressed by phonological rules.

Similar evidence can be found in the behaviour of the diminutive suffix in Dutch, in particular when it follows a noun ending in a sonorant consonant. We saw in (14c) and (15) of Chapter 1 that the form of the suffix in these cases depends on the nature of both the final consonant and the vowel preceding it, as illustrated again in (35):

(35)  a. duimpje 'dimjepje' dimjepje 'thumb'
     b. hammetje 'hæmjetje' hamjetje 'combin'
     c. boer'tje 'boertje' barnjetje 'barn'
The forms in (35a) contain a long vowel or diphthong followed by a sonorant consonant, and take a diminutive [jij] (or [pjz] if the final consonant is labial), while those in (35b) contain a short vowel followed by a sonorant, and take a diminutive [tja]. Thus it is the shape of the rhyme as a whole which determines the choice of the appropriate form of the suffix. The onset, however, plays no role, as is shown by the forms in (36):

(36) a. aalde \( \text{aal} + \text{dim} \) \('eel' \\
    paalde \( \text{paal} + \text{dim} \) \('pole' \\
    staalde \( \text{staal} + \text{dim} \) \('specimen' \\
    maalde \( \text{maal} + \text{dim} \) \('meal' \\
    baalde \( \text{baal} + \text{dim} \) \('baal' \\
    kraalde \( \text{kraal} + \text{dim} \) \('bead' \\

b. arretje \( \text{ar} + \text{dim} \) \('sleigh'\footnote{Dutch has no noun al.} \\
    palretje \( \text{pal} + \text{dim} \) \('catch' \\
    staalretje \( \text{staal} + \text{dim} \) \('stable' \\
    maalretje \( \text{maal} + \text{dim} \) \('mould' \\
    baalretje \( \text{baal} + \text{dim} \) \('ball' \\
    knaalretje \( \text{knaal} + \text{dim} \) \('bang' \\

We now consider a further possible level of constituent structure within the onset–rhyme view of the syllable, the internal structure of the rhyme.

3.4.1 Rhyme structure

In (31) the rhyme was represented as a flat constituent. However, as in the case of the syllable, we can find arguments for considering the rhyme to consist of two constituents, the nucleus and the coda, as illustrated in (37):

(37) 

\[ \text{rhyme} \]

\[ \text{nucleus} \quad \text{codas} \]

What evidence is there for claiming that the rhyme is not a flat structure, but has two immediate constituents as in (37)? We have already seen that certain syllables in languages may be stress-attracting, while others are not, and that this appears to be a function of the content of the rhyme – the onset is not relevant to such processes. In some languages, as in the English examples discussed in (27), this seems merely to be a question of the number of segments in the rhyme. The evidence of these forms suggests that the penultimate syllables of the forms arena and agenda, which are stressed, have something in common as opposed to the penultimate syllable of America, which rejects stress. From now on we will consider long vowels to be geminates, i.e. they occupy two positions in the rhyme, and as such have exactly the same structure as diphthongs, which behave in the same way with respect to the stress rules of English (e.g. angina \( [\text{aen}]_1[\text{en}]_2[\text{na}]_3 \)). Thus the distinction between heavy and light syllables in English (i.e. those which attract stress as opposed to those which do not) is simply a matter of the number of segments in the rhyme: heavy syllables contain two segments in the rhyme, as in (38a, b, c), while light syllables contain only one (38d);

(38) a. heavy b. heavy c. heavy d. light

\[ \text{rhyme} \quad \text{rhyme} \quad \text{rhyme} \quad \text{rhyme} \]

\[ \text{area} \quad \text{arena} \quad \text{agenda} \quad \text{America} \]

The target rhyme for stress in each word (the penultimate) is given in boldface.

The data from English does not offer any clues as to whether the rhyme should have the internal structure in (37), then; all that seems to be relevant is whether the rhyme node has more than one daughter. However, not all languages draw the distinction between heavy and light syllables in the same way. In some languages, it is not only the number of segments in the rhyme, but also the type of segment, which plays a role. In Selkup, a West Siberian language, for example, a two-segment rhyme consisting of a long vowel is heavy, while a two-segment rhyme consisting of a short vowel followed by a consonant is light, as shown in (39) (from Halle and Clements 1983: 129):

(39) a. ki'poo 'tiny' \\
    qu'mooq't two human beings' \\

b. 'amirra 'eats' \\
    'uweikkaq 'I am working' \\

Stress falls on the rightmost heavy syllable in Selkup, or on the initial syllable if there is no heavy syllable. Thus in (39a), the syllables [po] and [moo], like the corresponding syllables in (34a), function as heavy and are stressed. However, the penultimate syllables in (39b), [mir] and [cik], respectively, function as light, even though their rhymes contain two segments. Thus in Selkup, like English, a rhyme containing VV is heavy, but, unlike English, one containing VC is light. Evidence like this can be interpreted as suggesting that in (39b) the penultimate syllable is light because the vowel and consonant belong to different constituents within the rhyme – the nucleus and the coda, respectively.

\footnote{We represent the long vowel in (38b) as a geminate, i.e. as \( \text{ai} \), rather than as \( \text{ai} \). In the remainder of this book, we will only use the geminate representation when the geminate status of a long vowel is relevant to the point at hand.}
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— and what is relevant in establishing the distinction between heavy and light in this language is the number of segments in the nucleus, not in the rhyme as a whole.

The distinction between the two types of languages with respect to what is referred to as syllable weight is summarised in (40), where we refer to the type of language instantiated by English as a rhyme-weight language and the Selkup type as a nucleus-weight language (cf. Hayes 1995):

(40) a. In rhyme-weight languages the nucleus plays no role in the distinction between heavy and light syllables: if the rhyme as a whole contains more than one element the syllable is heavy.
   b. In nucleus-weight languages the structure of the nucleus determines syllable weight: branching nuclei are heavy; non-branching nuclei are light.

In rhyme-weight languages we find the possibilities in (41):

(41) Rhyme-weight languages
   a. light
      rhyme
      nucleus
      V
   b. heavy
      rhyme
      nucleus
      V
   c. heavy
      rhyme
      nucleus
coda
      V

while nucleus-weight languages have those in (42):

(42) Nucleus-weight languages
   a. light
      rhyme
      nucleus
      V
   b. light
      rhyme
      nucleus
coda
      V
   c. heavy
      rhyme
      nucleus
      V

Although these are the most common types, other possibilities are found. For example, a language like Dutch appears to represent a third type, in which weight depends solely on whether or not a syllable is closed, i.e. on the presence of a syllable-final consonant, irrespective of whether the vowel is long or short, as is shown by the data in (43).

19 This analysis depends on the assumption that the Dutch vowel system is appropriately analysed in terms of long vs short, i.e. as involving a quantitative distinction, rather than in terms of tense vs lax, with a qualitative distinction. In the latter case, the difference between heavy and light would depend on a feature on the vowel, rather than on the number of elements involved (see also §3.6 below).

3.4 Onset–rhyme theory

(43) a. kolibri
    ['koli],[l:i],[bri],
    'humming bird'
   b. agenda
    ['a];[yeni],[dar],
    'diary'
   c. proportie
    ['pro];toritie],
    'proportion'

In Dutch, like English, a VC rhyme is apparently treated as heavy, so that a form such as *agenda is ill-formed; however, unlike either English or Selkup, a VV rhyme can be skipped, as in (43a), giving for example *kolibri, rather than *kol/ibri. We might refer to this third type as coda languages, in which the branching of the nucleus is apparently irrelevant, so that the distinction between light and heavy syllables is as in (44).

(44) Coda languages
   a. light
      rhyme
      nucleus
coda
      V
   b. light
      rhyme
      nucleus
coda
      V
   c. heavy
      rhyme
      nucleus
coda
      V

In the discussion above, we have been considering rhymes with at most two segments. However, at first sight, it would appear that there are also rhymes with more than two segments, either because they have two consonants in the coda, such as Dutch balk /balk/ 'beam', or because they have a complex nucleus and a consonant in the coda (English pike /paik/ or both (English wild /waid/). We might suppose, then, that the structures in (45) would be appropriate for such rhymes:

(45) a. rhyme
    nucleus
coda
    V
   b. rhyme
    nucleus
coda
    V
   c. rhyme
    nucleus
coda
    V

However, as we shall see, four-segmental rhymes, and even those containing three segments, are very restricted, and where they do occur, this tends to be in word-final, rather than in non-final, syllables. This in turn can be related

20 It has also been claimed that there are languages in which the heavy–light distinction is sensitive to the nature of the consonant in the rhyme. For example, a rhyme containing a vowel followed by a sonorant consonant might be heavy, whereas one with a vowel followed by an obstructed would be light (see (63) below).
to the more general fact that the constraints on peripheral – i.e. word-initial and word-final – syllables seem to differ in various ways from those on medial syllables. We now consider one aspect of this phenomenon.

3.4 Onset–rhyme theory

3.4.2 Syllabic prependices and appendices
With respect to the syllabic behaviour of peripheral consonants, we can identify two classes, both of which are illustrated by Dutch and English. We consider the first type in this section, and return to the second type, involving ‘extrasyllabic’ consonants, in §3.4.4.

It appears to be the major class and manner features which provide the information relevant to the status of a segment within the syllable. In particular, the well-formedness of particular sequences of segments within a syllable is determined by their relative sonority (cf. §1.3.1), in such a way that, within the onset, less sonorous consonants precede more sonorous consonants, while, within the coda, the reverse holds. The most sonorous segment in the syllable, normally the vowel, forms the nucleus. Thus the sonority ‘slope’ within a syllable typically rises as we go from the initial consonant to the nucleus, and then falls until we reach the end of the syllable. Syllables like English *tramp* /træmp/ and *quilt* /kwɪlt/ and Dutch *plank* /plɑŋk/ ‘shelf’ are therefore ‘canonical’ in the sense that the order of segments obeys the sonority hierarchy (the obstructant precedes the sonorant consonant in the onset, and vice versa in the coda). Thus, elements within the syllable are subject to what is often referred to as the sonority sequencing generalisation.

In the forms we have been considering so far, we have seen examples of what appear to be branching onsets (English tray), branching nuclei (Dutch ui /œj/ ‘onion’) and branching codas (English help). Co-occurrence of branching constituents appears also to be possible (e.g. English cry, old, tramp, flounce). However, it is not difficult to find words in English and Dutch which appear to allow more than just two consonants in the onset and coda, at least in peripheral positions. Interestingly, in many such words we find violations of the sonority sequencing generalisation, in that we find examples of more sonorous consonants preceding less sonorous consonants at the beginning of a word, and vice versa at the end.

We start by considering what appear to be codas containing up to four or even five consonants. There are restrictions here on the type of consonants that can follow the ‘normal’ coda: they are almost always coronal, and furthermore they are primarily found in morphologically complex forms. All of this is illustrated by the Dutch forms in (46a), and the English forms in (46b):

(46) a. /ɛrˈʌst/ ergst ‘most serious’
   /prəmpstɪ/ promptst ‘most prompt’
   /mɑːft/ mafs ‘daftest’
   /θrɔːst/ thrusts

b. /stʊk/ stok ‘stick’
   /spɪn/ spin ‘spider’
   /strɪp/ strip ‘strip’
   /splɛkt/ spleet ‘split’

One common strategy is to consider these segments and sequences (underlined in (46)) not to be part of the syllable itself, i.e. the core syllable, but to form an appendix. Appendices, then, are considered to be outside the domain of normal syllabification processes.

In initial position we also find consonants which violate the sonority sequencing generalisation. As shown in (47a, b) for Dutch (and for the English translations), these occur in clusters consisting of /s/ followed by a voiceless obstruct (47a), with a further optional consonant (47b):

(47) a. /stʊk/ stok ‘stick’
   /spɪn/ spin ‘spider’
   /strɪp/ strip ‘strip’
   /splɛkt/ spleet ‘split’

However, such sequences cannot appear at the beginning of medial syllables in Dutch. Rather, they are split between two syllables, as shown in (48a, b), unless the sequence is preceded by another consonant (48c):

(48) a. /[pæs][tʃɛl]/ pasta ‘pasta’
   /[hæs][pɔl]/ haspel ‘reel’
   b. /[æs][træːl]/ astral ‘astral’
   /[ɛs][plæː][naː][daː]/ esplanade ‘esplanade’
   c. /[hɔm][stɔːl]/ hamster ‘hamster’

The fact that the vowel is short/lax in the first syllable of the forms in (48) shows that the following obstruct must be syllabified in the rhyme of the first syllable; as we saw in §3.2, if the syllable were open, the vowel would be long/tense in Dutch.

For the English equivalents, however, we do not find unambiguous evidence of this kind for suggesting that the /s/ must be syllabified in the coda. We have already seen (in (23)) that plosives following initial /s/ are unaspirated in RP ([ʌsun] stone vs [tʌsun] tone). This holds whether or not the relevant cluster occurs medially (unless a strong enough morphological boundary intervenes: [dɪskɔrd] discard vs [bɪs kɔrd] this card) and irrespective of stress ([ˈmɪstə] mister vs [mɪstək] mistake). Similarly, post-plosive medial /tʃ/ does not show the devoicing associated with word-initial position (e.g. [pɛt] play vs [spleɪ] splay vs [dɪsplɛɪ] display). This would appear to suggest that the
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/s/ belongs in the onset in both splay and display. However, in §3.8 we consider an approach in which the /s/ in these words is assigned to the coda of a preceding syllable; anticipating this discussion, we will for the moment merely assume that /s/ in English, as in Dutch, is syllabified in the coda of the first syllable in words such as discard, display and mister, and therefore that onsets are maximally binary.

One language which is frequently cited as having word-initial clusters which spectacularly violate the sonority sequencing generalisation is Polish (Rubach and Booij 1990: 122–3; Rowicka 1999: ch. 5). Polish allows a wide variety of initial clusters, both two-consonant clusters which appear to allow almost any combination of two consonants (49a) and clusters with more than two consonants (49b):

(49) a. ptańk ‘bird’ /ptn/-
    scheda ‘inheritance’ /sk-s/-
    škock ‘jump’ /šk-s/-
    mnożyte ‘multiply’ /mn-z/-
    lnu ‘linen’ /ln-l/-
    rtęć ‘mercury’ /rτ-s/-

b. pszczola ‘bee’ /pʃzɔl-a/-
    lisnec ‘shine’ /lɛn-s/-
    bzdura ‘nonsense’ /bzd-r/-

However, as in Dutch and English, the options for word-initial onsets in Polish are considerably restricted. Rubach and Booij assume that any peripheral consonant in Polish 'does not count from the point of view of the SSG [the sonority sequencing generalisation]'. Once this assumption is made, they claim, the number of exceptions to the SSG is dramatically reduced. Furthermore, assuming that initial peripheral consonants are not part of the onset means that there is no ambiguity in syllabifying a medial cluster like /rτ-s/, which is found word-initially (rtęć). Because the initial /rτ/ is considered not to be part of the core syllable, a medial /rτ/ cluster must be heterosyllabic: e.g. kartki [kar-tki], ‘cards’.

If, then, we assume that the consonants which violate the sonority sequencing generalisation in word-final position do not belong to the syllable, the same solution appears to be available for the initial consonants in (47). The consonant in question is not part of the onset of the syllable; rather, it forms a prependix.

On this view, the ‘syllable’ contains up to three parts, the obligatory core syllable and the optional prependix and appendix, as illustrated in (50), the representation of Dutch striktst ‘strictest’, where only the core syllable is dominated by the σ node:

(50)

The structure of the core syllable is determined by the type of constraints discussed in the previous section. At this point we do not consider the question of the relationship of prependix and appendix to the rest of the prosodic structure, except to notice that various proposals have been put forward. One suggestion is that these elements are attached at the level of the prosodic word, so that the consonant is a constituent of the word, but not of the syllable.

Languages vary as to whether they allow prependices and appendixes. Dutch clearly allows both possibilities, resulting in the highly complex sequence in (50). In the same way, the possibilities within the core syllable also vary, e.g. whether the onset may be branching or not, whether codas are permitted (i.e. whether syllables may be closed) and what combinations of segments are permitted. In other words, these are parameters which vary from one language to another, and which must be formulated in such a way that we can account for facts about ‘preferred’ syllable structure, such as that all languages have CV syllables, i.e. open syllables with a single consonant in the onset. This appears to be the basic type of core syllable. Some languages allow only CV syllables, while others admit various types of more complex structures. In terms of the onset–rhyme analysis of the syllable, we require a parameter which allows a language to choose to make onsets optional. This parameter must be formulated in such a way that languages which allow onsetless syllables also allow syllables with onsets – languages which prohibit onsets are not found. We formulate it as (51):

(51) obligatory onset: yes or no

The fact that the setting ‘yes’ is in boldface in (51) indicates that this is the ‘unmarked’ (or default) setting. In studies on first language acquisition the unmarked setting is considered to be the one which the child assumes unless the data of the language being learned indicates that the marked setting is appropriate. We will not defend the various assumptions as to the relative
markedness of the settings for the various parameters here, beyond saying that (51) reflects what appears to be the preferred minimal size for syllables. Notice that we might have formulated (51) as (52), which reflects this more directly:

(52) BRANCHING SYLLABLE: yes or no

A further parameter concerns the number of consonants permitted in the onset. We formulate this as (53):

(53) BRANCHING ONSET: yes or no

Languages which allow complex onsets seem to be more marked than those that do not; hence the unmarked setting as ‘no’. Notice that there may be an interaction between the Obligatory Onset and Branching Onset parameters. If both are set to ‘yes’, we would have a language which would permit onsets with one or two consonants, but not empty onsets. If such languages are shown not to exist, then (53) is only required if (51) is set to ‘no’.

Within the rhyme we will require similar parameters, formulated as in (54):

(54) a. BRANCHING RHYME: yes or no
    b. BRANCHING NUCLEUS: yes or no

Notice that the markedness setting for the Branching Rhyme parameter implies that languages with codas are marked. This reflects a fundamental asymmetry between onsets and codas: the presence of the former is unmarked, the presence of the latter is marked. Stated differently, we expect syllables to be able to branch, but not the constituents within syllables. This in turn is reflected in the absence of a parameter regulating the branching of codas, which appears in (50) to be possible; we will see in §3.8 that there are powerful arguments to suggest that codas are never complex. If this is the case, then no Branching Coda parameter is required.

Notice too that the unmarked value for the Branching Rhyme parameter may not be the same in all contexts, but may be dependent on the prosodic structure in question. Many languages require a stressed rhyme to be branching (English is typical in not allowing /bd/, for example). A full account of parameter setting would have to take this into account.

We have already seen that there may be a dependency between the Obligatory Onset and Branching Onset parameters. A similar dependency holds between the complexity of the onset and the rhyme. It has been argued (e.g. Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984) that no language will allow complex onsets but not allow complex rhymes, i.e. will set the Branching Onset parameter to ‘yes’, but the Branching Rhyme parameter to ‘no’.

On the assumption that the rhyme is the head of the syllable and the onset the dependent, a point of view which we will defend in §3.4.3, this can be accounted for by assuming that the dependent in any constituent cannot be more complex than its head. It has been suggested that this principle holds for a wide range of phonological constituents (see e.g. Dresher and van der Hulst 1998).

These parameters account for the core syllable. We will require further parameters to state whether preprendices and/or appendices such as those in (50) are permitted in a language.

Finally, a set of parameters must be adopted which specify the permitted segmental content for each syllabic position. As we have already seen, the second position in the onset, for example, can generally only be filled by a sonorant consonant, which, as in English, may be restricted to a liquid or /j/ w/. Similarly, the second position in the nucleus can often only be filled by a limited set of vowels; in RP we find only high and central vowels, or the second half of a geminate. Codas generally only allow a subset of the consonants which can occur in onsets. Thus contrasts which are found in the onset are ‘neutralised’ in the coda, as we have seen with respect to final devoicing in Dutch — in onset position there is a contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruents which is not found in coda position. In terms of Harris’s approach discussed in §2.6, the coda is a ‘weak’ position.

In §3.8 we discuss an approach to syllable structure in which parameters like these can be incorporated. In the meantime we turn our attention to the question of how syllabic structure is assigned.

### 3.4.3 Syllabification

It is generally assumed that lexical items, or underlying forms, need not be individually syllabified, i.e. syllabification is not distinctive. Rather, it is claimed to be by and large predictable on the basis of the feature content and linear order of segments, and, therefore, does not need to be specified underlyingly. Clearly, then, we need to have a set of principles which determine how strings of segments are assigned to the various syllabic constituents we have established above.

It might appear that we should simply start with the leftmost element in a string of segments. However, left-to-right assignment of segments to syllables would lead to problems with VCV sequences — the C would be assigned to the leftmost available constituent, the coda, whereas, by the maximal onset principle (§3.2), it should form the onset of the second syllable. We will

---

21 This is not to say that a particular syllable may not have a CCV shape, of course; merely that if a language permits CCV, it also permits CCVV.
therefore assume that we first identify the syllabic elements; in other words, we start with the assignment of syllability, a procedure which we will refer to within onset–rhyme theory as nucleus formation. This involves assigning all sonority peaks (cf. the discussion in §3.1) to nuclei, as in (55) for English albatross /elbabtrɔs/ (we represent the nucleus by N):

\[
(55) \quad N \quad N \quad N
\]

\[
= l b a t r o s
\]

We also require a process of rhyme formation. The rhyme is formed by creating a constituent of the nucleus and any following consonant which is not part of the onset of the next syllable (see below for onset formation). Within this constituent the nucleus is the head and the following segment is the dependent. As we saw in §2.5 with respect to the internal structure of the segment, head–dependent relations are invoked in linguistic structure when one of the elements of a constituent is in some sense more important than the other. In the case of the rhyme, the nucleus is clearly more important, in that it is the obligatory element of the rhyme: a rhyme must contain a nucleus, but need not contain any other segment. In the type of representation which we adopt here, the dependent is adhered to the head, as in (56), the representation of the result of adjoining /t/ to /æ/ in the rhyme of the English monosyllabic word at:

\[
(56) \quad N' \\
\quad N \rightarrow N \\
\quad æ t æ t
\]

Thus /t/ is not the daughter of the node immediately dominating the nuclear vowel /æ/, but of a higher node, which bears the label N' (= Rhyme). This convention is used to indicate that the nucleus is the head of the rhyme: the constituent as a whole bears the label of its head. The path leading from the head to the topmost label is referred to as a projection or projection line – in this case the structure in (57) is the nucleus projection:21

\[
(57) \quad N' \\
\quad N \\
\quad æ
\]

\[
æ t æ t
\]

21 N' is often pronounced as 'N-bar'.

Rhyme formation thus picks out the postvocalic segments in (55) (if a well-formed rhyme is thus formed) and adjoins them to the nodes created by nucleus formation, to give (58):

\[
(58) \quad N' \quad N' \quad N'
\]

\[
æ l b a t r o s
\]

However, (58) is incorrect in one respect. Although adjoining /t/ to the nucleus of the second syllable yields a well-formed rhyme, it should be part of the onset of the third syllable. We must therefore order a process of onset formation before rhyme formation. This ordering is in any case what we would expect, given the existence of the Maximal Onset Principle introduced in §3.2. By this principle, non-nuclear material is assigned to the onset unless an ill-formed syllable-initial cluster would be created; only then does rhyme formation apply.23 Thus, after nucleus formation (50), any (non-final) segment constituting a sonority ‘valley’ (the reverse of a sonority peak; cf. (12)) is assigned to an onset. The relevant sonority valleys here are constituted by /b/ and /t/ (but not /l/ and /r/, which are more sonorant than at least one of their neighbours). Onset formation gives (59):

\[
(59) \quad N \quad O \quad N \quad O \quad N
\]

\[
æ l b a t r o s
\]

Notice that although /t/ is syllabified in the onset and /o/ in the nucleus, the intervening /r/ has not yet been syllabified. In English and other languages, as we have seen, onsets may be complex. The process of onset formation in such languages can be followed by adjunction of a second consonant to the head of the onset, giving (60):24

23 In addition, there are phonetic indications that the /t/ here belongs to the onset of the second syllable rather than the coda of the first. This is clear from the fact that the /t/ undergoes the devoicing typical of syllable-initial position: this takes place only following an initial voiceless stop in English (cf. trees/trees [treset]; As pointed out to us by Neil Smith, albatross /ælbatros/ [ælbatros] contrasts in this respect with Albert Ross /ælberɔs/ [ælberɔs], in which, on morphological grounds, the /t/ is syllabified in the coda of the preceding syllable, and, as a result, there is no devoicing of the /t/.

24 We assume here that within the onset – a consonantal constituent – the ‘most consonantal’ (i.e. least sonorous) consonant is the head, so that in the onset of the final syllable of albatross, /t/ is the head and /l/ the dependent. This is probably the most widely held position; for the view that the more sonorous segment is the head within any construction, see e.g. Anderson and Ewen (1987).
By convention, adjunction also assigns an extra level of structure even when there is no adjoined element, so that constituent structure is uniform. In other words, the head of the onset is identified by $O'$; the dependent in the onset is adjoined to the $O'$ node. Thus /b/ in (60) is also labelled $O'$, and, as head of the onset of the second syllable, has the same status with respect to its syllabic structure as /l/, the head of the onset of the final syllable.

Rhyme formation now follows onset formation, to give (61):

These processes are followed by syllable formation, which involves the grouping of a nucleus projection and a preceding onset projection, if there is one:

As in the case of rhyme formation, syllable formation involves the selection of the nucleus projection as the head of the syllable — the nucleus is the only obligatory element in the syllable. For the moment, we use the label $N''$ to characterise this, rather than the $\sigma$ label which we have been using up to now. Notice that the status of the nucleus as head of the syllable is distinguished from its status as head of the rhyme by the extra prime: $N''$ vs $N'$.

Although we have proposed rules of onset, nucleus, rhyme and syllable formation, we have as yet made no mention of a rule of coda formation. In view of the existence of syllables with apparently branching codas, such as English *tramp*, we might expect a rule which would select /p/ as the head of a coda constituent, to give the syllabic structure in (63):

Although this is consistent with what we have been arguing so far, we have also noted that there are arguments to suggest that complex codas are in fact not possible and that there is therefore no need for a process of coda formation as such (cf. also our discussion of parameters in §3.4.2). However, we do assume that there is a coda constituent, even though this may not be complex, and consequently that rhyme formation also involves assigning a coda node to the dependent. This gives the final structure in (64) for *albatross*:

The processes outlined above provide an adequate account of syllabification in languages in which there is no motivation for a branching nucleus. However, our account must be refined to deal with languages which have a vowel-length distinction (i.e. in which the nucleus node may dominate either one or two V's). Furthermore, there is evidence that for some languages, a postvocalic sonorant consonant should be incorporated in the nucleus, rather than forming the coda. This is appropriate, for example, for languages in which rhymes consisting of a long vowel or of a short vowel followed by a sonorant consonant are heavy, but where those consisting of a short vowel followed by an obstructant are light, as shown in (65):

(a) **heavy**  b. **light**

| VV | V |
| VR | VO |

(where $R =$ sonorant consonant and $O =$ obstructuent). A number of cases of this sort are considered by Zec (1995a: §2.3). One such is the nucleus-weight language Kwakwala, also known as Kwakialtl (Boas 1947), which displays a
number of processes in which CVO syllables behave differently from CVR syllables. Stress, for example, falls on the leftmost heavy syllable, and on the final syllable if there is no heavy syllable in the word, to give the forms in (66):

\[
\begin{align*}
(66) \quad \text{a. } & \text{heavy} & \text{b. } & \text{light} \\
& \text{"qasa" } \text{to walk} & \text{"ba'ha" } & \text{"to cut"} \\
& \text{"dalxa" } \text{damp} & \text{"gas'xa" } & \text{"to carry on fingers"}
\end{align*}
\]

The forms in (66) follow the pattern in (65), such that /r/, a sonorant, makes the rhyme of the first syllable of ["dalxa"] heavy, while /sl/, an obstruct, does not have the same effect in ["gas'xa"].

Rather than saying that syllable weight in these cases depends on whether the coda is filled by an obstruct or a sonorant, we might assume that the second element in the nucleus is subject to parametric variation: the degree of sonority which is required varies per language, such that certain languages demand that the second element of the nucleus be a full vowel, while others allow it to be a sonorant consonant. By assigning the sonorant consonant in such languages to the nucleus, rather than to the coda, we maintain the principle that syllable weight (or rather rhyme weight) is established on the basis of the number of segments within the various rhymal constituents, rather than allowing a situation in which the same rhymal configuration can be either heavy or light, with the distinction being made by whether a coda consonant is [+sonorant] or [−sonorant].

Rhyme formation, then, involves two processes in (67), which adjoin postvocalic material at different levels:

\[
\begin{align*}
(67) \quad \text{a. } & \text{Adjoin postvocalic segments of sufficient inherent sonority at N level} \\
& \text{b. } & \text{Adjoin any other postvocalic segments at N' level.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[(67a)\] is illustrated by the Dutch word *bij* /bɛːl/ ‘bee’ in (68a), where N now characterises a complex nucleus, and by the Kwakwala form in (68b), which contains a sonorant consonant in adjointed position:

\[
\begin{align*}
(68) \quad \text{a. } & \text{N} & \text{b. } & \text{N} \\
& \text{b e i} & \text{d a l}
\end{align*}
\]

However, although (68b) is appropriate for Kwakwala rhymes containing a short vowel followed by a sonorant consonant, the corresponding Dutch sequence in *bel* /bɛːl/ ‘bubble’ will have the structure in (69a), where the sonorant consonant is adjoined to N' rather than to N. We find the same structure for a sequence of vowel and obstruent, in both Dutch, as for *bek* /bek/ ‘mouth’ in (69b), and Kwakwala (69c):

\[
(69) \quad \begin{align*}
& \text{a. } \text{N'} & \text{b. } & \text{N'} & \text{c. } & \text{N'} \\
& \text{N Co} & \text{N Co} & \text{N Co} \\
& \text{b e l} & \text{b e k} & \text{g a s}
\end{align*}
\]

In what follows, we will employ a slightly simplified version of the representations that we have been using above. For clarity, we will return to the use of the labels O and R, rather than N' and N. However, this is for convenience only; this relabelling does not affect the validity of the observations we have been making. In addition, our representations will not include the extra level of structure created by onset adjunction. Furthermore, we will not indicate the structure of complex onsets by the use of O', but will simply use O alone. English *albatross* will therefore be represented as in (70):

\[
(70) \quad \begin{align*}
& \sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
& \text{R} & \text{R} & \text{R} \\
& \text{N Co} & \text{N Co} & \text{N Co} \\
& \text{r e a t r o s s}
\end{align*}
\]

and Dutch *trein* ‘train’ as in (71):

\[
(71) \quad \begin{align*}
& \sigma \\
& \text{R} \\
& \text{O N Co} \\
& \text{t r e i n}
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.4.4 Extrasyllabic and related matters

We have already seen that there are arguments for considering the preendix and appendix to be outside the syllable proper, so that we have now established a core syllable in which all constituents maximally display binary
branching. However, as we anticipated earlier, there is a further set of arguments which suggest that even this simplified syllable structure can be further reduced.

These arguments concern consonants in the rhyme. We have already seen that peripheral final syllables allow appendices, which are primarily coronal, and whose presence typically violates the sonority sequencing generalisation. However, there is another set of ‘extra’ consonants in peripheral final syllables which we do not find in non-final syllables, as illustrated for Dutch in (72):

(72) a. final syllables
    VCC /balk/ ‘beam’

b. non-final syllables
    VC /balkon/ ‘balcony’
    VCC * balkpel

While the rhymes in final syllables of monomorphic words can apparently contain VCC (72a), those in medial syllables cannot (with a few exceptions), as illustrated by (72b). In the acceptable form in (72b), balkon, the /k/ is syllabified in the onset of the second syllable, rather than in the rhyme of the first. Notice that the final consonant in (72a) does not display the properties typical of appendices: it is not coronal, and the final cluster does not violate the sonority sequencing generalisation.

How can we give formal recognition to this observation? One common approach is to treat this extra consonant, like the appendix, as being outside the syllabic structure, i.e. as being extrasyllabic. Thus a word like Dutch balk might have the structure in (73), where the extrasyllabic consonant is indicated by ESP:

(73)
```
    R   ESP
    O  N  Co
    "  "  
    C  V  C  C
```

On this analysis, the core syllable is further reduced, to a structure with an optional onset, which may be branching, and a rhyme with an obligatory nucleus, which again may optionally branch, and may be followed by a single postnuclear consonant.

As in the case of the appendix and the prefix, we have to consider where the extrasyllabic consonant belongs in the prosodic structure. We do not discuss this question at this point, but will return to it in §3.8, where we consider in detail an approach that regards what we have interpreted here as an extrasyllabic consonant as forming the onset of a further (incomplete) syllable.

One category of rhyme which we have not yet considered is that involving a branching nucleus followed by two consonants (the second of which will be extrasyllabic, on the account just developed). Rhymes like these are found in English words such as paint /peint/, mild /maid/ and task /tæsk/. Unsurprisingly, these rhymes are subject to severe restrictions—as well as occurring only peripherally in English, their composition is also restricted. Harris (1994: 77) notes, for example, that the coda consonant must be either a sonorant or a fricative, while what we have been calling the extrasyllabic consonant is nearly always coronal if the coda consonant is a sonorant. Furthermore, rhymes of this shape are very often lost in language change. For example, Lass (1984a: 257–8) notes that Old Icelandic, which had both long vowels and long consonants, permitted five rhyme structures in stressed syllables: VC, VVC, VCC, VV and what he calls ‘overlong’ or ‘hypercharacterised’ VVCC, as in (75) (the accent in the orthography denotes vowel length):

(75) a. fat /fæt/ ‘piece of clothing’
    b. fāt /fæt/ ‘confusion’
    c. fatt /fæt/ ‘erect (mref)’
    d. fa /fæt/ ‘to take’
    e. fatt /fæt/ ‘few (mref)’

Later developments in several of the Scandinavian languages eliminated the overlong rhyme in (75c). Thus we find Swedish fätt /fæt/, in which the vowel has shortened.
Syllables like these appear to have a structure containing three elements in the rhyme, as well as an extrasyllabic position, as shown in (76) for paint:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(76)} \\
\text{σ} \\
\text{R} \\
\text{ESP} \\
\text{O N Co} \\
\text{| | | | | |} \\
\text{C V V C C} \\
\text{p e a n t}
\end{array}
\]

3.5 Mora theory

In our representation in (9) of the prosodic hierarchy, we observed that each constituent in the phonological phrase split into identical constituents at the immediately lower level, so that the phonological phrase consists of two phonological words, the phonological word consists of two feet, and the foot of two syllables. However, within the onset–rhyme theory of the syllable, the structure below the syllabic node no longer displays the property of splitting into identical daughter nodes – the syllable is made up of an onset and a rhyme, and the rhyme of a nucleus and a coda. This has been seen as a weakness in the onset–rhyme approach to syllable structure, especially in view of the fact that the distinction between heavy and light syllables has to be characterised as involving either branching of the nucleus or branching of the rhyme, rather than being given some uniform interpretation.

Alternative models have been proposed, in which attempts are made to provide a more direct characterisation of the notion of syllable weight. In one such approach, syllables are not divided into immediate constituents called onset and rhyme, but into ‘weight units’ or moras. Light syllables contain only one mora (they are monomoraic); heavy syllables contain at least two (they are bimoraic). Thus in mora theory, unlike onset–rhyme theory, the immediate constituents of the syllable do belong to the same category: they are both moras.

In this approach, each mora contains one segment which contributes to the weight of a syllable, possibly together with a number of segments which do not contribute to the weight. As noted above, heavy syllables have two moras, while light syllables have only one. Thus, in a rhyme-weight language, in which CVC syllables are heavy, the vowel and the final consonant will be assigned to distinct moras. As we have seen, however, initial consonants do not contribute to the weight of a syllable, and so the first consonant in a CVC syllable will not belong to a separate mora. In some versions of mora theory, initial consonants are assigned to the first mora of a syllable, i.e. the mora dominating the vowel. More commonly, however, initial consonants, and in general any prevocalic material, are characterised as being associated directly to the syllable node, i.e. an initial consonant is ‘extramoraic’. This characterises the fact that such material never contributes to syllable weight. The difference between light and heavy syllables in rhyme-weight languages in mora theory is shown in (77), where, following Hayes (1989a), we assume that initial consonants are extramoraic (cf. 41), where representations of rhyme-weight languages within onset–rhyme theory are given:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{(77) Rhyme-weight languages} \\
a. \text{light} & b. \text{heavy} & c. \text{heavy} \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
C & V & C \\
C & V & C \\
C & V & C
\end{array}
\]

Here moras are represented as μ, and, as before, syllables as σ. In accordance with usual practice in mora theory, we assume that long vowels involve a single V specification, simultaneously associated with two moras, as in the case of the CV syllable in (77c) (diphthongs would of course have two Vs, each associated with a mora).

In a nucleus-weight language, in which CVC syllables are light (cf. 42), CVC syllables will be monomoraic, so that the final consonant does not associate with a separate mora, as in (78):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{(78) Nucleus-weight languages} \\
a. \text{light} & b. \text{light} & c. \text{heavy} \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
C & V & C \\
C & V & C \\
C & V & C
\end{array}
\]

Although representations in mora theory look very different from those in onset–rhyme theory, there are perhaps more similarities than one might think at first sight. Both models are concerned with distinguishing ‘weight-relevant’ segments from those which do not affect syllable weight. In onset–rhyme
theory, initial consonants form the onset, which is not relevant to weight, while in mora theory they can be seen as 'extramoraic'. The crucial difference is that this version of mora theory differs from onset-rhyme theory in not recognising an onset constituent:

(79) a.  \[ \text{R} \]
     \[ \text{O} \]
     \[ \text{N} \]
     \[ \text{Co} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{V} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]

However, with respect to syllable-final consonants, as we have seen, the two models differ in a more obvious way. In mora theory, the number of moras determines whether a syllable is heavy or not, as can be seen in (77) and (78), where all heavy syllables have two moras and all light syllables one. In onset-rhyme theory, a heavy VC syllable in a rhyme-weight language (41) has exactly the same structure as a light VC syllable in a nucleus-weight language (42); the difference in weight does not follow from a difference in structure, but only by the setting of a parameter.

Overlong syllables, which, as we saw above, are typically peripheral, can be represented as trimoraic, as in (80):

(80)  \[ \sigma \]
     \[ \mu \]
     \[ \mu \]
     \[ \mu \]
     \[ V \]
     \[ C \]
     \[ C \]
     \[ C \]

where we assume that the second consonant is extrasyllabic.

A phenomenon which can be given a natural representation in mora theory is that referred to as compensatory lengthening. One such process involves the deletion of a consonant between a vowel and another consonant, with resulting compensatory lengthening of the vowel. An example is found in the early history of English and other Germanic dialects, where a postvocalic nasal was deleted before a fricative. This process is responsible for alternations within the paradigms of certain irregular verbs in English, e.g. think vs thought, as well as the differences between various Germanic languages shown in (81):

(81)  \[ \text{Modern German} \]
      \[ \text{Modern Dutch} \]
      \[ \text{Modern English} \]
      \[ \text{funf} /\text{fynf}/ \]
      \[ \text{vijf} /\text{vief}/ \]
      \[ \text{five} /\text{fiv}/ \]
      \[ \text{Mund} /\text{mund}/ \]
      \[ \text{mond} /\text{mond}/ \]
      \[ \text{mouth} /\text{maud}/ \]
      \[ \text{Gans} /\text{gans}/ \]
      \[ \text{gans} /\text{gans}/ \]
      \[ \text{goose} /\text{gus}/ \]

Modern German, in which the vowel is short and the nasal has been retained, most closely represents the original situation, Modern English shows the results of the loss of the nasal and the compensatory lengthening of the vowel, and Modern Dutch is hybrid with respect to this phenomenon.

In onset-rhyme theory, compensatory lengthening is more difficult to express than in mora theory. In both theories, the nasal is deleted, but the number of segments in the rhyme remains unchanged. Consider (82)–(84), where we show what is involved in both theories in the change from Proto-Germanic *\text{f}\text{un}\text{f} 'five' to *\text{f}\text{uf}:

(82) a.  \[ \sigma \]
     \[ \text{R} \]
     \[ \text{ESP} \]
     \[ \text{O} \]
     \[ \text{N} \]
     \[ \text{Co} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{V} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ f \]
     \[ i \]
     \[ m \]

b.  \[ \sigma \]
     \[ \text{ESP} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{V} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ f \]
     \[ i \]
     \[ m \]

In onset-rhyme theory, as we have been presenting it up to now (but see §3.6 below), the nasal is delinked. Subsequently, the coda node is also delinked from the rhyme node, the C changes to a V, and becomes a daughter of the nucleus node, to give (83) (we ignore here the question of whether the extrasyllabic consonant can now be reassigned to the coda):

(83)  \[ \sigma \]
     \[ \text{R} \]
     \[ \text{ESP} \]
     \[ \text{O} \]
     \[ \text{N} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{V} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ f \]
     \[ i \]
     \[ f \]

In mora theory, on the other hand, the process simply involves delinking of the nasal and the C node from the mora node, with reattachment of the mora node to the V-node, as in (84):

(84)  \[ \sigma \]
     \[ \text{ESP} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ \text{V} \]
     \[ \text{C} \]
     \[ f \]
     \[ i \]
     \[ f \]
Certain of the advantages of the moraic account of this phenomenon can be countered in onset–rhyme theory by the introduction of a ‘skeletal’ tier, which we now consider in the context of the more general problem of the representation of segmental length, both consonantal and vocalic.

### 3.6 The representation of length

In our discussion of syllable structure we have been associating labels such as onset and rhyme or mora with C and V symbols functioning as abbreviations of segmental matrices (or, more correctly, feature trees such as (75) in Chapter 1). However, current approaches to phonological structure take a slightly different view of how this works. It is generally assumed that the root nodes of segments (see §1.4) associate to the ‘terminal nodes’ of the syllabic structure. In onset–rhyme theory these terminal elements are said to occupy a skeleton or skeletal tier. (85) gives a representation incorporating the skeleton for the English word *beacon* /biˈkɔn/, where skeletal points are represented by ‘x’:

![Diagram](image)

On this view, the representation of a long (or geminate) segment involves simply a single root node associated to two skeletal positions, whereas for short segments there is a one-to-one relationship between the skeleton and the root tier, as in (86):

![Diagram](image)

Such statements form part of a characterisation of the segment types allowed by an individual language. (86), then, characterises a language which makes a phonological distinction between long and short vowels. Exactly the same approach would characterise the phonemic contrast between long and short consonants in a language such as Italian, evidenced in minimal pairs such as *papa* /ˈpapa/ [papa] ‘pope’ and *pappa* /ˈpappa/ [pappa] ‘daddy’.

Here the single root node is shared between two syllables; the geminate consonant /pp/ is simultaneously the coda of the first syllable and the onset of the second.

In addition to structures involving two skeletal positions associated to a single root node, the reverse is also found. Complex segments such as affricates (cf. §1.4) function as single segments with respect to the syllable, and therefore require only one skeletal position, but are segmentally complex. An affricate consists of a stop part and a fricative part, and therefore has two root nodes, so that *church* /ˈtʃərʃ/ will have the representation in (88) (where we ignore the syllabic structure above the skeleton):

![Diagram](image)

Underlying this account of skeletal positions, which originates with Clements and Keyser (1983), is the notion that skeletal positions are ‘timing units’ in the syllable. Because long monophthongs have the duration of two segments, they have two timing slots, but only one segmental tree – there is only a single articulation involved – while affricates show the reverse: they have the duration of a single segment, but involve two articulations. For practical purposes, we can consider the notion of timing unit to be equivalent to that of ‘segment’; the number of skeletal positions in a word is the same as the number of segments.

Do we also require a skeletal level of representation in moraic theory, or can moras be associated directly to the root node, as in (89), which would be the moraic equivalents of (87)?

---

29 The analysis of complex segments is considerably more complicated than is here suggested. Although we have represented affricates as involving two distinct segmental trees, with two root nodes, van de Weijer argues that such two-rooted representations are more appropriate for consonants involving double articulations such as /pp/. Affricates, he suggests, involve complexity within the segmental tree, and contain both a [stop] and a [continuant] feature. For a discussion of these issues, see van de Weijer (1994).
Here the intervocalic geminate in (89b) is simultaneously associated to the second syllable node and to a mora dominated by the first syllable node. As such, it is formally distinct from a single intervocalic consonant, which is not immediately dominated by a mora. However, the lack of a skeletal tier in (89) raises the question of how geminate consonants might be distinguished lexically from single consonants in moraic theory. As we have seen, syllabic structure is not present lexically, but is assigned by rule on the basis of the factors discussed above, such as relative sonority. Thus, if geminate consonants have only a single root node in their representation, we must find some other means of distinguishing them underlyingly from single consonants. This might be achieved by assuming that a geminate consonant is always lexically associated with a mora; i.e. the difference between a geminate and a single consonant is the fact that the geminate always contributes to the weight of the syllable. The representation of the single consonant is shown in (90a) and that of the geminate in (b):

(90) a. \( \sigma \) b. \( \mu \) 
\( \sigma \) p
\( \sigma \) p

On this analysis, the presence of a geminate consonant means that the preceding syllable must be bimoraic. Therefore, as pointed out by Lahiri and Koreman (1988) and Tranel (1991), a syllable closed by a geminate should always be heavy. However, Tranel (1991) notes that in at least some cases, this prediction is not borne out. Consider again the nucleus-weight language Selkup (cf. (39)):

(91) a. qu'motqi ‘two human beings’
b. ‘amirna ‘eats’
c. ‘učikkaq ‘I am working’

Stress in Selkup falls on the last heavy syllable, where VV but not VC counts as heavy, or on the first syllable of the word. Thus stress in (91a) falls on the penultimate, which is heavy, but in (b) on the antepenultimate, as the penultimate contains VC, and is therefore light. (91c), which contains a geminate consonant, behaves like (b) in having antepenultimate stress; the syllable containing the geminate must therefore be light. This is not a problem for onset-rhyme theory, where, as shown in (92), (b) and (c) share the same structure:

(92) a. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) 
\( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) 
\( O \) \( N \) \( O \) \( N \) 
\( x \) x x x x x x x x x q u m o: q q i

b. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) c. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) 
\( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) 
\( O \) \( N \) \( Co \) \( O \) \( N \) \( Co \) 
\( x \) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x a m i r n a u: c i k: a k

The /k/ in /amirna/ has the same status with respect to the skeleton (coda of the second syllable) as the first part of the geminate /k/ in /učikkaq/, and so neither contributes to the weight of the syllable. In other words, as we might expect, both count as VC rhymes.

A representation in terms of mora theory which does not incorporate a skeletal tier appears to be unable to characterise /amirna/ as having the same structure as /učikkaq/, as shown in (93):

(93) a. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) 
\( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) 
\( q \) u m o: q q i

b. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) c. \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) \( \sigma \) 
\( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( \mu \) 
\( a \) m i r n a u: c i k: a k
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In the absence of the skeleton, the penultimate syllable of (93c) is now wrongly characterised as having the same moraic structure as that of (a), and so is incorrectly predicted to take stress on the penultimate.

Thus, like onset–rhyme theory, mora theory apparently needs to incorporate skeletal positions in syllabic representations, so that geminates will have one of the representations in (94), rather than that in (89b):

(94) a. \( \sigma \) b. \( \sigma \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \\
\mu \mu \\
x x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
ur c i k i a k \\
p a p a a a
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \\
\mu \mu \\
x x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
V C V
\end{array} \]

Whether or not the left half of the geminate contributes to weight is determined by whether the language in question treats VC as light or heavy. Selkup (94a) treats VC as light, so that although /kt/ occupies two skeletal positions, its first position does not project a mora, as opposed to Italian (94b), where the first position of /pt/ does. In general, whether or not a coda contributes to weight is determined by what is often referred to as the ‘weight by position’ rule, i.e. ‘the rule or principle of syllabification that assigns a mora to a postvocalic consonant within the syllable’ (Hayes 1995: 52). On this account, then, a rhyme closed by a geminate behaves in exactly the same way as one closed by a consonant cluster, and so geminates need bear no special marking in the lexicon.

A similar problem for mora theory is identified by Lahiri and Koreman (1988), in their account of the stress system of Dutch. They consider Dutch to have a contrast between long and short vowels, i.e. to have a quantitative distinction in the vowel system, rather than between tense and lax vowels (a qualitative distinction; cf. the discussion in §1.3.3 above). Long vowels occur in open syllables only (except word-finally, where there may be a closing consonant), while short vowels can only occur in closed syllables. Thus, in onset–rhyme theory, we have two types of rhyme, VV and VC. As we saw in §3.4.1, stress in Dutch is weight-sensitive, but, contrary to the expected pattern, VC syllables are heavy and VV syllables are light, as illustrated by the forms in (95), where the target syllable for stress is the penultimate:

(95) a. [det'rtektər] detector ‘detector’
   [wilm'helməs] Wilhelmus (name)
b. ['moŋnɪtər] monitor ‘monitor’
   ['festɪvəl] festival ‘festival’

The VV penultimate syllables in (95b) reject stress, which shifts to the antepenultimate. Lahiri and Koreman point out that this state of affairs is inexpressible if mora theory does not incorporate a skeleton, since long vowels are represented as bimoraic. The heaviness of closed syllables is in itself unproblematical (weight by position), but there is no way of characterising these as heavy while at the same time excluding VV:

(96) a. \( \sigma \) b. \( \sigma \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \\
\mu \mu \\
V C V
\end{array} \]

Lahiri and Koreman propose that for Dutch, as in the case of Selkup above, we need to incorporate the skeleton in mora theory, such that Dutch long vowels are monomoraic, but are associated with two skeletal positions:

(97) a. \( \sigma \) b. \( \sigma \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \\
\mu \mu \\
V C V
\end{array} \]

It seems, then, that there is a body of evidence to suggest that syllable structure must incorporate a skeletal tier, both in onset–rhyme theory and in mora theory.

### 3.7 The independence of syllabic positions

We have been assuming that syllable structure is assigned to the strings of root nodes which are underlyingly present, although in specific cases, such as the representation of long vowels and complex segments, some syllabification information must be specified underlyingly, as we saw in §3.5. Lexically, then, we have strings of segmental trees without any syllabic organisation. The creation of syllabic structure presupposes the existence of segmental structure.

However, there are various phenomena in the languages of the world which suggest that syllabification and syllable structure are not as straightforward as this might suggest. Thus the cases in which segmental material appears to be underlyingly present, but is only realised if it finds itself in an appropriate position in the syllabic structure. One frequently discussed case involves the realisation of /r/ in English.
3.7.1 /r/ in English

We can distinguish three different groups of ‘dialects’ of English as far as the behaviour of ‘final’ /r/ is concerned. Let us refer to these as the ‘fully rhotic’ dialects, the ‘fully non-rhotic’ dialects and the ‘intrusive [r]’ dialects.\(^3\) The fully rhotic dialects, such as Scots, realise postvocalic /r/ under all circumstances:

\[(98)\text{ rotor } [\text{rotər}]\]
\[\text{ queer } [\text{kwiər}]\]
\[\text{ queerer } [\text{kwiərər}]\]
\[\text{ hurry } [\text{hʌri}]\]\n
Fully non-rhotic dialects, such as some varieties of RP, only realise /r/ if it can be syllabified into the onset of a following syllable, as in (99):\(^2\)

\[(99)\text{ rotor } [\text{rəutər}]\]
\[\text{ queer } [\text{kwiər}]\]
\[\text{ queerer } [\text{kwiərər}]\]
\[\text{ hurry } [\text{hʌri}]\]

Thus the initial /r/ in *rotor* is realised, but the final one is not, while the intervocalic /r/ in *queerer* and *hurry* is syllabified into the onset of the second syllable, and so is realised (cf. *queer*, where the /r/ does not surface). Notice that the presence of a word boundary does not inhibit the realisation of the /r/, as shown by a phrase such as *queer and quaint* [ˈkwɪər ænd kwɔɪnt]. /r/ realised in this context is said to be ‘linking’.

The third group, the ‘intrusive [r]’ dialects, have the same realisations as in (99), but also realise [a] in a further context. Thus ‘fully non-rhotic’ RP speakers have linking /a/ only in contexts in which there is an /r/ in the orthography, while ‘intrusive [r]’ speakers insert the consonant between any vowel-final word\(^1\) and a following vowel-initial word (i.e. when two vowels are in hiatus), irrespective of the orthography, giving pronunciations such as [ˈkɒmərəˈkɑʊlən] for *comma and colon*, which for speakers of ‘fully non-rhotic’ dialects, would be [ˈkɒmərəˈkɑʊlən], without the [a].

In the ‘intrusive’ dialect, the insertion of the [a] is totally predictable from the phonetic context, and so we do not have to specify it underlyingly. Rather, we simply require a rule which forbids empty onsets intervocically in foot-

\(^3\) This division is a simplification of the actual situation, but will serve to illustrate the point we wish to make here. Unsurprisingly, many speakers fall between the dialects identified above. For a discussion of the dialect situation in English, see Wells (1982).

\(^2\) We are not concerned here with the phonetic details of the realisation in Scots English of /r/, which may vary from a trilled [r] through an alveolar tap [ɾ] to some kind of approximant [ə] or [l], depending partly on its position in the word (see Wells 1982: 410–11). The only relevant factor here is whether or not the consonant is present phonetically.

\(^1\) RP /r/ is realised as [ə] in all relevant contexts.

\[^{30}\] The word-final vowel must not be high, however, and for some speakers can only be low.

3.7.2 Liaison

French displays two phenomena, liaison and *h-aspiré*, which have interesting repercussions for our analysis of syllable structure. We consider first liaison.\(^2\)

In some respects, liaison is very similar to the linking-[] phenomenon of RP English. Both result from the loss of word-final consonants at an earlier stage of the language. We find Modern French forms such as those in (100), which, reflecting the earlier pronunciation, have a final consonant in the orthographic representations, which, however, is no longer realised phonetically:

\[(100)\text{ petit } [\text{pati}] \text{ ‘small’}\]
\[\text{ gros } [\text{gro}] \text{ ‘large’}\]
\[\text{ un } [\emptyset] \text{ ‘one, a’}\]

In these words, the final consonant is not realised phonetically at the end of a phrase or if it is followed by a word beginning with a consonant, as in (101a).

However, if the consonant is followed by a vowel-initial or glide-initial word, it is realised (101b):

\[(101)\begin{align*}
\text{a. petite livre } & [\text{pati livʁ}] \text{ ‘small book’} \\
\text{ gros camion } & [\text{gro kɑ̃mɔ̃}] \text{ ‘large truck’} \\
\text{ un pouce } & [\emptyset pɔs] \text{ ‘a thumb’} \\
\text{ b. petit ami } & [\text{pati ami}] \text{ ‘small friend’} \\
\text{ petit oiseau } & [\text{peti wazɔ̃}] \text{ ‘small bird’} \\
\text{ gros arbre } & [\text{groz arkʁ}] \text{ ‘large tree’} \\
\text{ un enfant } & [\text{ɛ̃].nɑ̃t}] \text{ ‘a child’}
\end{align*}\]

\(^2\) For a full discussion of liaison, see Tranel (1987: ch. 11). See also Selkirk (1972), Clements and Keyser (1983).
The realisation of the final consonant in some contexts (preceding vowels and glides) is the phenomenon referred to as liaison. Unlike linking [i] in RP, a range of consonants is involved in liaison, as illustrated above for [t], [z] and [n]. Whether or not liaison actually occurs in the appropriate phonetic context is governed by a number of factors which need not concern us here, but which are morphological, syntactic and stylistic in nature (see Tranel 1987).

How can we account for liaison in a theory of syllable structure? Notice first of all that, whatever our treatment of [i]-insertion in fully non-rhematic dialects of RP, our account for liaison must be different; there is no way of predicting – from the phonetic context alone – which consonant will be realised. For example, there is nothing in the phonetic context to lead us to expect [t] in [petit wazo] 'small bird', but [z] in [gros wazo] 'big birds'. Rather, we must propose an account in which the final consonant is initially present, but is deleted in the appropriate context.

If the facts of liaison were as straightforward as we have just suggested, this would be as far as we would need to go. We would simply say that the phonological form of petit was /petit/ and that of gros /gros/, and that French had a rule which deleted final consonants in the appropriate environments. However, the facts are considerably more complex.

Notice first that not all consonants in French can serve as linking consonants in liaison. By far the most common are those in (101), i.e. the coronals [t n s], with [k p g] also being found in a restricted number of cases (e.g. au premier étage [apœʁmeʁez] 'on the first floor', beaucoup aimé [bɔˈkupɛmɛ] 'much loved', un long été [œ̃lɔ̃ɡɛt] 'a long summer'). Other consonants are not found in liaison processes. More importantly – indeed, crucially for rejecting the idea that French has a rule deleting 'final' consonants in general – there are many words in which final consonants are realised, as shown in (102):

(102) a. cher garçon [ʃεʁ ɡaskɔ̃] 'dear boy'
    cher livre [ʃεʁ livʁ] 'dear book'
    avec ça [avɛk sa] 'with that'

b. cher ami [ʃεʁ ɔmi] 'dear friend'
    cher oiseau [ʃεʁ ɔwa] 'dear bird'
    avec eux [avɛk ø] 'with them'

These consonants are not deleted under any circumstances; they behave like the liaison consonants in surfracing before vowels and glides (102b), but, unlike them, also before consonants (102a). Clements and Keyser note 'minimal' pairs such as done 'therefore', which is always [dɔ̃k], and dont 'whose', which is [dɔ̃] in liaison contexts, but [dɔ̃] elsewhere. We must therefore distinguish between the two types of consonants in our phonological representation, to ensure that liaison only affects the relevant set of words in French.

Let us assume for the moment that the liaison facts force us to say that phonological sequences are underlyingly syllabified in French. On this assumption, the final consonant of non-alternating words such as avec and done will, as in the regular case, be syllabified in the rhyme, as in (103):

(103) σ σ
    R R
    N N Co
    x x x
    a v e k

The final consonant will be phonetically realised even if the onset of the following syllable is not empty, as in (104a), avec ça:

(104) a. σ σ σ b. σ σ σ
    R R R R R R
    N N Co O N N O Co
    x x x x x x x x x
    a v e k s a a v e k e l

In (104b), avec elle, the final consonant 'resyllabifies' phonetically to allow the empty onset to be filled, giving [av ek]. Here we denote syllable boundaries with a dot. This again demonstrates the relevance of the Maximal Onset Principle (cf. §3.2); even though the final /k/ is first syllabified in the rhyme, on this analysis it shifts to the following onset when possible, even if that onset belongs to a different word. In general, French seems to avoid empty onsets within the phonological phrase – i.e. the domain of syllabification in French is the phonological phrase.

How do we prevent liaison consonants from being realised when they are followed by a consonant, while ensuring that they are realised when a vowel follows? We assume the following surface representations for petit garçon and petit ami.
Contrast this with the representation for *avec* in (103), where the final consonant is underlingly syllabified. Thus the skeletal position of the final consonant in *petit* is not dominated by any node. In the case of *petit garçon*, the /l/ remains unsyllabified, and is therefore not realised phonoetically – it does not form part of the syllabic structure. In other words, the /l/ is not licensed in this word. The concept of licensing is used in determining whether or not a particular segment can be phonoetically realised; in this case there is no node available in the syllabic structure to which the final underlying /l/ of *petit* can associate, and so it is phonetically not present.36

However, underlingly unsyllabified consonants in French can be ‘rescued’ by the presence of a following onresultless syllable. Because a word like *ami* has no onset, and, as we have seen, French avoids empty onsets where possible within the phonological phrase, the lack of an onset licenses the final /l/ of *petit* in *petit ami*, giving the surface representation in (107):

(107)  

The final /l/ of *petit* is now associated to the empty onset of the first syllable of *ami*.

However, the account of liaison which we have just given, although adequate in the sense that the correct phonetic representations can be generated, is bedevilled by a problem. As we have already seen in this chapter (§3.4.3), syllabification is normally predictable from the linear order of segments. Our rules of onset, rhyme and nucleus formation were meant to reflect this. It seems undesirable to abandon this claim – which is seen as being generally true of languages – merely to account for one type of phenomenon in a particular language. Furthermore, the analysis we have given does not identify the appropriate category of segments as being ‘abnormal’. In general in languages, as we have seen, segments are underlingly not syllabified, and are, of course, phonoetically realised. However, in the analysis we have given, the ‘normal’ category, i.e. the fixed final consonant in a word such as *avec*, is syllabified underlingly, while the ‘exceptional’ category, a final consonant

undergoing liaison, for example the [t] in petit, is underlyingly not syllabified. Clearly, then, the account we have given is not optimal.

An alternative analysis is available, however, one which makes use of a concept similar to that of extrasyllabicity, which we introduced in §3.4.4. In this analysis, final liaison consonants are simply marked in the lexicon as being extrasyllabic, i.e. as being 'invisible' to the normal syllabification algorithm of French:

\[(108) \quad \begin{align*}
  & a. \quad \text{x x x x} <x> \\
  & \quad \text{p a t i t} \\
  & b. \quad \text{x x x x} \\
  & \quad \text{a v e k}
\end{align*}\]

where extrasyllabicity is denoted by \(<x>\).

Notice that the motivation for marking liaison consonants as extrasyllabic is different from the cases which we considered earlier in §3.4.4 with respect to extrasyllabicity. There we found that a consonant was extrasyllabic because its presence violated the constraints on syllable structure in the language in question. Here, however, there is no such violation involved: the pronunciation [pəti] would be well formed in French even if no empty onset followed (and, indeed, is a possible realisation of the feminine form petite, as in la petite bôme [lapɔtisən]). Rather, it is an idiosyncratic fact about the set of words with liaison consonants that these consonants behave as if they were invisible for syllabification, and so it is appropriate to mark just these consonants as being exceptional. \(<x>\) in (108) can therefore be viewed as a diacritic marker whose presence is not predictable from any phonological aspect of the segment involved.

We assume that the extrasyllabicity marking is not visible at the phonetic level when the final consonant is licensed by a following vowel-initial word, so that, as before, the final /t/ of petit, for example, can associate to the empty onset of ami.

The extrasyllabicity analysis also appears appropriate for 'fully non-rhotic' speakers of RP English, i.e. those who display linking [ɹ], but not intrusive [ɾ]. For these speakers, the final /t/ can be marked as extrasyllabic, being realised only when the following onset is empty, so that the underlying representation of rotor will be:

\[(109) \quad \text{x x x x x} <x> \quad \text{r õe t r} \]

### 3.7.3 h-aspiré

French displays another phenomenon relevant to the relationship between segments and syllabic structure, involving words beginning with what is normally referred to as an h-aspiré.

We have already seen that vowel-initial words in French trigger liaison; they are also involved in a number of other phenomena, such as the loss of the vowel in the definite article. Compare the consonant-initial words in (110a) with the vowel-initial and glide-initial words in (b):

\[(110) \quad \begin{align*}
  & a. \quad \text{le pouce [lɔ pus]} \quad \text{‘the thumb'} \\
  & \quad \text{la main [la mɛ]} \quad \text{‘the hand'} \\
  & b. \quad \text{l’arbre [læ ʁbʁ]} \quad \text{‘the tree'} \\
  & \quad \text{l’étoile [letwɛl]} \quad \text{‘the star'} \\
  & \quad \text{l’oiseau [lwазо]} \quad \text{‘the bird'}
\end{align*}\]

It would appear that the vowel is elided in the same environment as that in which liaison is triggered. However, consider the forms in (111), all with an initial orthographic h:

\[(111) \quad \begin{align*}
  & a. \quad \text{le hibou [lɔ ibu]} \quad \text{‘the owl'} \\
  & \quad \text{la hache [la af]} \quad \text{‘the axe'} \\
  & b. \quad \text{l’hirondelle [lɛʁɔndel]} \quad \text{‘the swallow'} \\
  & \quad \text{l’humidité [lymide]} \quad \text{‘the humidity’}
\end{align*}\]

The vowel-initial words in (111b) behave as we would expect from (110b); they trigger elision of the vowel in the definite article. However, those in (a), although also pronounced with an initial vowel (e.g. [ibu]), are resistant to the processes which normally affect vowel-initial words. The forms in (a) are the h-aspiré words.

In the case of h-aspiré words, we appear to have an initial consonant, which, although it is never realised phonetically, is nevertheless in some sense 'present' on the surface, in order to block elision from applying. Rather than having a consonant which is fully specified but unsyllabified, as in the case of liaison consonants, then, we have a skeletal position which is underlyingly present, but has no segmental content, as in (111a), and is therefore syllabified, as in (112b), the representation for le hibou:

\[(112) \quad \begin{align*}
  & a. \quad \text{x x x x} \\
  & \quad \text{i bu} \\
  & b. \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \quad R \quad R \quad R \\
  & \quad \text{O N O N O N} \\
  & \quad \text{x x x x x x} \\
  & \quad \text{i bu}
\end{align*}\]
3.7 The independence of syllabic positions

example. Because the onset of the first syllable of *hibou* is associated to a skeletal position, the final unsyllabified *tu* of *petit* cannot be associated to it (liaison in French cannot form complex onsets, unless the second element is a glide, as discussed above — cf. *petit rêve* ['patitrem'], 'small dream' — rather, its function is to prevent onsetless syllables). Because this onset is not associated to any segmental material, it too cannot be realised. On the other hand, *petit hymne* 'small hymn' will behave just like *petit ami* 'small friend' ([ptitimmi] and [ptitammi]); there is no skeletal position associated to the onset of *hymne*, which is underlyingly vowel-initial, like *ami*.

3.7.4 Compensatory lengthening and related processes

We turn now to a slightly different type of phenomenon, but again one in which we can make appeal to the concept of empty syllabic positions. A common type of argument for having a particular tier in phonological representation involves its independence from other aspects of the phonological structure. In particular, we can identify phenomena involving stability effects, in which some aspect of a segment is deleted, while some other aspect is apparently still present in the phonological representation. In such cases, the two aspects involved form independent parts of the structure. Thus, we saw in §1.4 with respect to tonal representations that there are cases where tone-bearing units are deleted, but the tones to which they were associated are 'left behind', and associate to a neighbouring tone-bearing unit. Tone is therefore appropriately represented on a separate tier.

Similar phenomena can be found to support the view that skeletal positions are elements on a distinct phonological tier. One such phenomenon involves compensatory lengthening, an example of which we introduced in §3.5. The term is used to describe the lengthening of a segment to preserve the number of elements on the skeletal tier, generally when some process has operated — or sometimes has failed to operate — in order to associate segmental material by other means to the skeletal node in question.

One such case, from Tiberian Hebrew, is cited by Lowentam and Kaye (1986: 104). Consider the nouns in (115):

(115) a. sefer 'book'
    gefem 'rain'
   b. *hif 'man'
    faam 'people'
    haar 'mountain'

Notice that there do not appear to be examples of *h*-initial words which permit elision.

38 Here, as elsewhere, we are ignoring various other optional phonetic processes, such as the one which typically deletes the schwa in *petit*, giving, for example, [pti ibu].
Tiberian Hebrew has a process in which the definite article /ha/ is attached to the beginning of the noun. When this happens, the initial consonant of the noun normally becomes a geminate, as in (116):

\[(116) \text{ha} \text{seef} \quad \text{‘the book’} \]
\[\text{hag\text{e}f} \text{em} \quad \text{‘the rain’} \]

In (117) we provide a representation with both the skeletal and the root tier for [hag\text{e}fem]:

\[(117) \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  x & x & x & x & x & x & x & x \\
  \hline
  h & a & g & e & f & e & m \\
\end{array}
\]

However, the forms in (115b) behave differently. The initial consonants in these words form part of a set, /? f r h/, which never geminate in Hebrew. We might expect, then, that the article would simply be attached to the noun, with no further change, to give [ha?ii?] and [hahaar], for example. However, the actual forms are:

\[(118) \text{haa?ii?} \quad \text{‘the man’} \]
\[\text{haa?i} \text{nam} \quad \text{‘the people’} \]
\[\text{haahaar} \quad \text{‘the mountain’} \]

in which the vowel of the definite article is lengthened, rather than the initial consonant of the noun. We can attribute this to the fact that the process in question demands a ‘template’ in which there must be three skeletal slots preceding the noun. This demand is normally satisfied by the gemination of the initial consonant; however, if that consonant belongs to the set which cannot undergo gemination, one skeletal slot is left without segmental content, as in (119):

\[(119) \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  x & x & x & x & x & x & x & x \\
  \hline
  h & a & a & i & i & f \\
\end{array}
\]

To satisfy the template, compensatory lengthening of the vowel takes place, by associating the vowel to the empty skeletal position:

\[(120) \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  x & x & x & x & x & x & x & x \\
  \hline
  h & a & a & i & i & f \\
\end{array}
\]

Phenomena like these suggest that syllabic positions can exist (albeit in this case temporarily) without segmental information, and provide strong evidence for assuming that syllabic positions form an independent part of phonological representation.

Other examples of compensatory lengthening display a more complex state of affairs. For example, Steriade (1982) and Wetzel (1986) discuss compensatory lengthening in the East Ionic dialect of Ancient Greek, in which a postconsonantal /w/ was lost, with concomitant lengthening of a vowel:

\[(121) \text{o} \text{dwo} > \text{o} \text{dros} \quad \text{‘threshold’} \]
\[\text{kalo} \text{w} > \text{kalo} \text{los} \quad \text{‘beautiful’} \]
\[\text{kse} \text{nwo} > \text{kse} \text{inos} \quad \text{‘stranger’} \]

The deleted /w/ in (121) is not adjacent to the vowel which lengthens. Deletion of /w/ is shown in (122):

\[(122) \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
  \hline
  R & R & R & R \\
  N & Co & O & N & Co \\
  x & x & x & x & x & x \\
  \hline
  o & d & w & o & s & o & d & o & s \\
\end{array}
\]

After the deletion of /w/ the second syllable becomes onsetless. To provide an onset for this syllable, the preceding consonant moves from final position of the first syllable into the onset position of the second syllable:

\[(123) \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  \sigma & \sigma \\
  \hline
  R & R \\
  N & O & N & Co \\
  x & x & x & x & x \\
  \hline
  o & d & o & s \\
\end{array}
\]

This in turn triggers compensatory lengthening of the vowel, as in (124):
The skeletal positions again behave independently from the content of the segment, thus justifying their presence in the syllabic structure.

Such compensatory processes also appear to be relevant to sequences larger than the syllable. Although these are strictly speaking outwith the domain of this chapter, we devote some space to a consideration of some relevant examples here. One such involves a process in the history of English known as Middle English Open Syllable Lengthening (MEOSL). MEOSL, as the name suggests, is traditionally viewed as involving the lengthening of a vowel in an open syllable, i.e. in a stressed syllable followed by a single consonant followed by a vowel, i.e. schwa. Examples are given in (125) (from Lass 1992: 48):

\[
\begin{align*}
(125) &\quad /wika/ \rightarrow /wika\'/ \quad \text{`week'} \\
&\quad /wuda/ \rightarrow /wuda\'/ \quad \text{`wood'} \\
&\quad /bura/ \rightarrow /bura\'/ \quad \text{`to bear'} \\
&\quad /nosa/ \rightarrow /nosa\'a/ \quad \text{`nose'} \\
&\quad /aus\'a/ \rightarrow /aus\'a/ \quad \text{`same'}
\end{align*}
\]

The traditional interpretation appears to have nothing to do with the notion of compensation – nothing is lost as a result of the change in (125). However, one view of the change, first proposed by Minkova (1991), is that the lengthening is not triggered by the fact that the vowel is in an open syllable, but rather by the loss of the final schwa.39 In other words, the equivalence is not between, for example, /wuda/ and /wuda\'a/, but between /wuda/ and /woda/. On this interpretation, the lengthening of the first vowel compensates for the loss of the second. This can again be argued to be the result of pressure to maintain the number of elements on the skeletal tier: a sequence of two syllables with short vowels is in some sense equivalent to a single syllable with a long vowel, or, alternatively, two light syllables are here treated as having the same weight as one heavy. The process can be characterised as in (126):

\[
\begin{align*}
(126) &\quad \sigma \quad \sigma \\
&\quad R \quad R \\
&\quad N \quad N \quad C_o \\
&\quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \\
&\quad o \quad d \quad o \quad s
\end{align*}
\]

A similar account could be proposed to explain the different realisations of the diminutive morpheme in Dutch following a noun ending in a sonorant consonant. Recall from §1.3.1 that following a monosyllabic noun with a rhyme consisting of a long vowel followed by a sonorant consonant, such as *maan /man\'a/ `moon', the form of the diminutive suffix is [tja], but if the vowel is short, as in *man /man/ `man', a vowel is inserted, to give [manatja]. As in the case of MEOSL, this can be viewed as compensatory, although in this case we are dealing with compensatory epenthesis rather than compensatory lengthening. In both cases, though, there appears to be a template defined in terms of elements on the skeletal tier which has to be satisfied by associating segmental material with all the skeletal elements.

Similar factors can be involved in the deletion of segmental material. For example, in the history of English, a process known as High Vowel Deletion deletes the vowels /u/ and /u/ when they follow a heavy syllable (VC, VV) but not a light syllable (V) (see Lass 1984: §4.3.2). This leads to Old English forms like those in (127) (vowel length is indicated by a macron):

\[
\begin{align*}
(127) &\quad \text{singular} \quad \text{plural} \\
&\quad \text{a. scip} \quad \text{scipu} \quad \text{`ship'} \\
&\quad \quad \text{lim} \quad \text{limu} \quad \text{`limb'} \\
&\quad \text{b. word} \quad \text{word} \quad \text{`word'} \\
&\quad \quad \text{land} \quad \text{land} \quad \text{`land'} \\
&\quad \quad \text{b\'an} \quad \text{b\'an} \quad \text{`bone'} \\
&\quad \quad \text{sweord} \quad \text{sweord} \quad \text{`sword'}
\end{align*}
\]

These nouns all belong to the same class, the a-stem neuter nouns, and would be expected to form their plural in the same way, i.e. by suffixation of /u/. However, /u/ can only be attached to a light syllable (a), while a heavy syllable (b) rejects the suffix. It appears then that, just as in the case of diminutive formation in Dutch, this morphological process places a constraint on the output. In terms of the skeletal tier, only three slots are permitted in the
relevant part of the plural template. In moraic terms, these slots are dominated by two moras. If all the slots are already filled by the segmental material from the stem, the suffix cannot surface; otherwise, it does:

(128) a. μ μ μ b. μ μ μ c. μ μ

If the suffix cannot be attached to a skeletal position, it is simply not realised.

3.8 Licensing and government

In (74) we proposed a structure for the syllable which consisted of the 'core' syllable (made up of the onset, rhyme, nucleus and coda) and a number of optional constituents: a preappendix, an extrasyllabic position and an appendix. We observed that although this appears to be a highly complex structure, this complexity was largely due to the fact that languages allow a far greater range of possibilities at word edges than they do word-internally. Thus extra consonants can occur at the left or right periphery of words, leading to initial and final clusters that we do not find word-internally as syllable-initial or syllable-final clusters, respectively. However, we have not yet discussed the exact status of the constituents which we have identified as falling outside the core syllable, 'what they are' and how they are integrated into the prosodic structure.

It is obviously desirable to have a theory of syllable structure in which the number of possibilities is restricted as far as possible, consistent with what we actually find. Our representation in (74) is an attempt to do this, in that what does not form part of the core syllable is viewed as having a peripheral status in the syllable. Let us continue this approach by considering what the maximal complexity of the constituents within the core syllable might be.

Recall that in the analysis discussed above the onset constituent within the core syllable is maximally binary - in an apparent three-consonant onset, the first consonant is assigned to a preappendix outside the core syllable. However, the rhyme constituent does not appear at first sight to display this property; the existence of what are sometimes referred to as superheavy (VVC) rhymes, as in English pike, suggests that both the rhyme node and its daughter, the nucleus, can branch in the same syllable. This is confirmed by the fact that we also find VVCC sequences, as in English paint; we saw in (76) that the /l/ occupies an extrasyllabic position, but that it seemed appropriate to syllabify the /n/ within the rhyme, yielding (129):

(129) R Esp

Nevertheless, some phonologists have claimed that even this structure should not be permitted within the syllable. Rather, on this view all syllabic constituents are maximally binary, so that a branching nucleus cannot be followed by a coda consonant. This claim is particularly associated with an approach to syllable structure that we discuss in this section; an approach usually referred to as government phonology (e.g. Kaye et al. 1985, 1990; Charette 1991; Harris 1994; Brockhaus 1995; Ritter 1995).

Notice that if we adopt the hypothesis that the rhyme is maximally binary, it is not just superheavy rhymes followed by an extrasyllabic constituent, such as that in paint, which must be accounted for in some other way. Word-final superheavies, such as the rhymes of English rhyme (rain) and pike (paki), are then also ill formed, as in (130), where both the Rhyme node and the Nucleus node branch:

(130) R

If we accept the claim that the rhyme is maximally binary, so that structures such as (129) for paint and (130) for pike are ill formed, how can these forms be accounted for?

One possibility might be to extend the notion of extrasyllabicity further than we have been doing up to now, so that any consonant following a branching nucleus would be extrasyllabic. This would give a structure like (131a) for pike, while paint would presumably have two extrasyllabic consonants, as in (131b):
branching is maximally binary. In government phonology, this principle is not a stipulation, but follows from the notion of licensing, which, as we shall see, gives us a formal means of excluding structures which apparently violate binary branching.

This concept of licensing is similar, but not identical to, that discussed in §3.7.2. In government phonology, the dependent within any domain must be licensed by the presence of the head. Within a syllabic constituent such as the onset or the nucleus, licensing relations are from left to right, i.e. constituents are head-initial, so that in (133a), /l/ licenses /l/ within the onset, and /æ/ licenses /l/ within the nucleus, while in (133b), /l/ licenses /l/ within the onset, and /æ/ licenses /p/ within the rhyme:

(133) a. \[ \sigma \]
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   p \ \ \ \ a \\
   \end{array}
   \]

   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   t \ \ \ \ r \\
   \end{array}
   \]

b. \[ \sigma \]
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   f \ \ \ \ l \\
   \end{array}
   \]

   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   p \ \ \ \ a \\
   \end{array}
   \]

We indicate licensing as in (133).

Crucially, one further restriction on licensing is proposed: it holds only between strictly adjacent skeletal positions (the locality condition; Harris 1994: 156). Thus in (133b) /l/ licenses the adjacent skeletal position /l/, and /æ/ licenses /p/, as we have seen. Consider now potential superheavy rhymes such as those of band and pike:

(134) a. \[ \sigma \]
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   b \ \ \ \ a \\
   \end{array}
   \]

b. \[ \sigma \]
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   R \\
   O \\
   x \ x \ x \\
   p \ \ \ \ a \\
   \end{array}
   \]

In (134a), the /l/ cannot be syllabified in the first syllable, as the /n/ occupies the coda position. In (134b), we have a head-initial branching nucleus node.
so that the first vowel licenses the second. However, we also have a head-
initial branching rhyme node. The head (the first vowel) should therefore
license the other skeletal position in the rhyme, /kl/. These two skeletal positions
are not strictly adjacent (the second vowel intervenes), and so the structure is
ill formed.

This version of government phonology, then, allows only the syllabic
structures in (135):

(135) a. O
    \  X
    X

c. R
    X
    X

The three constituents, onset, rhyme and nucleus, are the only ones found in
government phonology. Although we have included a coda node in (135c),
this is not in accord with standard practice in government phonology. As we
have seen, a coda can never be complex, and so it is argued that there is no
need to have a constituent corresponding to it. The ‘coda’ position is gener-
ally referred to in government phonology as the rhymal adjunct; in what
follows, however, we will continue to employ the term ‘coda’.⁴¹ Government
phonology also claims that there is no constituent corresponding to the tradi-
tional notion of the syllable, in that phonological processes have no need
to refer to this node. In addition, there are no constraints holding between
onset and rhyme which would lead us to consider the syllable to be some
kind of phonological domain (recall the discussion of the motivation for the
onset–rhyme division in §3.4). Nevertheless, it is argued, onsets and rhymes
always occur together; we do not find an onset without a following rhyme,
and vice versa. Again, in the remainder of this chapter, we will continue to
use the term ‘syllable’ informally.

All this means that phonological sequences in government phonology have
the following general shape:

(136) R
    \  R
    X
    X

O N N O O N X X X X X X ...

We have already seen that any dependent must be licensed by a head. If it
is not so licensed, it cannot be realised. If we now return to the representa-
tion of a word like pike, the /kl/ is apparently not licensed by any head:

(137) R
    \  N
    X X X X
    X

O N
    X X X
    P A I K

Recall that the vowel is not the licensor of a constituent containing /kl/, as
this would violate strict adjacency. How, then, can the /kl/ be licensed?

Consider the following two principles, as formulated by Harris (1994: 160)
(cf. also Kaye 1990: 311):⁴²

(138) a. Onset licensing
    An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position.

b. Coda licensing
    A rhymal adjunct position must be licensed by an onset position.

This type of licensing differs from the examples of constituent licensing which
we saw above. Here the licensing relationship is between two constituents,
rather than within constituents, as in the case of the onset, rhyme and nucleus
above. Interconstituent licensing differs in one very important respect from
constituent licensing; it goes from right to left, rather than from left to right.

The principle of onset licensing (138a) is intuitively a straightforward one:
an onset is only an onset by virtue of the fact that it is followed by a nucleus.
(This is why theories which recognise a syllabic constituent typically charac-
terise the nucleus as the head and the onset as the dependent; cf. (63) above.)
Thus a word like English try will have the licensing relations shown in (139):

(139) R
    \  N
    X X X X
    X

O N
    X X X
    T R A I

⁴¹ In any case, it is not immediately clear that the fact that a particular category cannot branch,
i.e. cannot be made up of two smaller units, necessarily means that it should not form a constituent,
i.e. be part of a larger unit.

⁴² Notice the term ‘coda licensing’ is used, in spite of the absence of a coda constituent in most versions
of government phonology.
Syllables

By left-to-right constituent licensing, /a/ licenses the non-head position in the nucleus, filled by /h/; by right-to-left interconstituent licensing, it licenses the head position of the onset, filled by /t/, which, by left-to-right constituent licensing, itself licenses the non-head position in the onset, filled by /t/.

Although onset licensing appears to correspond to a traditionally accepted idea—that onsets are in some sense 'less important' than nuclei, coda licensing appears to embody a much more revolutionary concept. (38b) states that a coda consonant is licensed by the following onset, i.e. the head of the following constituent.

Government phonologists argue that this reflects the fact that there are very severe restrictions on the segmental material that can occupy the coda position. For example, Harris (1994: §2.4.4) shows that the sonority sequencing generalisation can be extended to give (140):

(140) In an optimal coda–onset cluster, the first consonant is no less sonorous than the second.

This, of course, is the mirror image of the sonority sequencing generalisation when applied to onsets, where the first consonant is generally less sonorous than the second. In other words, coda–onset sequences typically display rising sonority; the two elements of an onset constituent display falling sonority. Thus we find well-formed coda–onset sequences in monomorphemic items such as English candy, custard, killer, perfume, etc., but not *cadny, *cudsard, *kiler, *pefume. Furthermore, as Harris notes, languages may display restrictions on the well-formed clusters which can occur; frequently only the sequence sonorant–obstruent is permitted.

There are also other further respects in which the coda is influenced by the following onset. Thus we saw in Chapter 1 that in an English nasal coda + stop onset sequence, the nasal had to be homorganic with the stop, to give cannon, canger, canger ([ŋk]), etc.

This behaviour leads Harris to subcategorise the various examples of licensing (both constituent and interconstituent) into two sub-types. In the case of onsets, nuclei and coda–onset sequences (often referred to as 'interludes'), he argues, we have to do with governing domains, in which there is a government relation between the two segments, i.e. between the head and the dependent. Government, then, is a sub-type of licensing. Within these governing domains, 'quite particular phonotactic restrictions are ... in force'. In other words, the range of possibilities in the dependent position is at least partially determined by the head. We have already seen examples of this in the coda–onset domain. In the onset domain, as we have also seen, rising sonority must be respected, there is often a minimal 'sonority distance' required (i.e. the dependent must not be too close in terms of sonority to the head) and there may be restrictions involving homorganicity (English does not allow *tr–r–, for example). Within the nucleus, the second vowel is either identical to the first (long vowels) or, in the case of a diphthong, must often be one of a restricted set. RP English is typical in this respect in only allowing /u a/ as the second element of a diphthong. On the basis of these facts, Harris (1994: 168) characterises the structures in (141) as being governing domains:

(141) a. O  b. N  c. Co O
   x x                      x x                      x x
   →                      →                      →

Thus the head of an onset can be simultaneously the governor in two domains, as shown in (141a) and (c).

Such phonotactic restrictions do not hold between the elements of the other licensing domains, however. As we showed above, there are typically no restrictions between the content of an onset and the following rhyme. Similarly, the content of the coda is independent of the nucleus, although there may, of course, be restrictions associated with syllable weight. Thus the two domains in (142) are licensing domains, but not governing domains:

(142) a. R  b. R
   O N                      N Co
   x x                      x x
   →                      →

In the light of these considerations, a word like brandy will have the structure in (143):

(143) R  R
   O Co O N
   x x x x x x
   → →

non-governing licensing domains

It will be noticed that the /a/ is licensed twice, once by the nucleus of the first syllable, and once by the onset of the second syllable, but is governed only by
the onset of the second syllable, from which it gets its specification for place of articulation.

How can this theory account for syllables which apparently have more than two elements in the rhyme? We saw in (137) that pike has a branching nucleus, so that the final /kl/ cannot be syllabified into the rhyme, because there is no following onset. However, government phonology argues that this consonant in fact displays none of the typical properties of a coda consonant. Normal coda consonants, as we have just seen, are highly restricted in their occurrence; peripheral final consonants, on the other hand, are free in their occurrence: there are few or no restrictions on which consonants can occur in this position. As Harris (1994: 72) observes: 'If the word-final consonant of a V(V)C or VCC cluster were syllabified in coda position, it would be reasonable to expect it to display the same kind of distributional characteristics as morpheme-internal coda consonants. In fact, it does not. If anything, it behaves just like a morpheme-internal onset.'

This point of view gains further support from a consideration of word-final superheavy VCC syllables, such as band. As we have seen in (134), the /dl/ cannot be syllabified into the rhyme here. Up to now, we have been arguing that it must be extrasyllabic, but we are now in a position to make a much more specific claim. The relationship between the nasal and the final stop in band, comp, rank, etc., is exactly the same as that between the nasal and the stop in brandy, camber, conker, etc. Homorganicity is required in both cases. In words like brandy we associated this requirement with the fact that the nasal was the non-head in a governing domain of which the head was the onset of the following syllable, filled by the stop. Government phonology argues that exactly the same analysis is appropriate for band, i.e. the /dl/ is considered not to be 'extrasyllabic', but to form the onset of a following syllable. Similarly, in pike the /kl/, which shows all the distributional properties of an onset, is syllabified accordingly, to give (144):

(144) a. R

b. R

However, the representations in (144) are still ill formed, in that the onset consonant must be licensed by a following nucleus, as determined by onset licensing. An empty nucleus must be assigned, to give the structures in (145):

(145) a. R

b. R

Government phonology claims that this approach also allows an account of the fact that English kept /kept/ has a short vowel, while keep /kip/ has a long vowel. Kaye (1990) attributes this difference to the effects of the coda licensing principle given as (138b). In keep the /p/ cannot be syllabified into the coda of the first syllable, because there is no following onset to license it. Therefore, it must itself form the onset. In kept, however, the onset /t/ licenses the coda consonant /p/, so that the /p/ can be syllabified into the rhyme of the first syllable. Because the /p/ is in the rhyme, the vowel must shorten, thus avoiding a rymal structure VVC, which, as we have seen, is ill formed. Kept, then, has the same structure as band in (145a), and keep the same as pike in (145b).

Further evidence for treating word-final postvocalic consonants as onsets can be found from various phonological regularities which treat word-internal rhymes and word-final rhymes alike, but only if the final consonant of the word-final rhyme is ignored. This again suggests that this final consonant is in fact the onset of a syllable with an empty nucleus. Thus, as we saw in §3.4.1, the English Main Stress Rule, as originally formulated by Chomsky and Halle (1968), places main stress on the penultimate syllable of a noun, unless that syllable is not heavy (VC or VV). Thus we find agenda with a heavy (VC) penult, but America, with a light penult (V), which therefore rejects stress. However, for verbs, the target syllable for stress is the final one, rather than the penultimate, so that maintain and collapse have final stress, whereas the final syllable of astonish rejects stress. Here, apparently, the distinction between heavy and light is VCC/VVC vs VC, rather than VC/VV vs V. If the

43 This analysis holds for 'root-level' suffixation, in which the root + suffix are considered to be a single phonological domain, and therefore subject to the normal phonotactic restrictions on syllabic constituency. Suffixation may also occur at 'word level', in which case the sequence of root and suffix is considered to form two domains, so that otherwise ill-formed sequences are tolerated. The fact that the past tense of keep is [kšp], not *[kšp], shows that here word-level suffixation is involved.
final consonant is ignored, of course, then our definition of light and heavy syllables in English is the same for both nouns and verbs, as we would expect. In the government approach, word-final consonants are onsets, and so the relevant syllables have the same shape as their non-word-final counterparts.

We have seen that government phonologists argue that branching within syllabic constituents is maximally binary. However, although the evidence for interpreting the final consonant in VVC and VCC rhymes as the onset of a following syllable is clear, it is difficult to see that both consonants in a VVCC rhyme such as that of sound or of flounder should be assigned to a following onset. The relationship between the /n/ and the /l/ here is the same as in words such as band and brandy, where we treated the nasal as a coda (more correctly, a rhymal adjunct). This leads Harris (1994: §2.4.4) to allow structures in which both the rhyme node and the nucleus node branch, but only for superheavy rhymes such as that in flounder. This is shown in (146):

\[(146)\ \text{a.} \begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{O} & \text{N} & \text{Co} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x}
\end{array} \quad \text{b.} \begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{O} & \text{N} & \text{Co} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x}
\end{array}\]

Harris notes that codas in superheavy rhymes are subject to restrictions which are much more severe than in heavy syllables. He notes that the following holds for English superheavies:

\[(147)\ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{The coda position is restricted to a sonorant or a fricative (e.g. colt, poultry, paste, pastry).}
\text{b.} & \text{A coda sonorant is unable to support a distinctive place contrast.}
\text{c.} & \text{In the case of (b), the favoured place category determined by the following onset consonant is coronal.}
\end{array}\]

These restrictions, then, can be argued to stem from the complexity of the syllabic structure required to characterise superheavy rhymes.

3.8.1 Empty positions

It is evident from the above that the strategy adopted by government phonology means that 'syllables' containing rhymes with more segments than are permitted by the various principles discussed above are treated as sequences of at least two onsets and rhymes, with the resulting presence of empty positions. Much the same approach is utilised for the analysis of what we referred to as preappendices in §3.4.2. These are again interpreted as belonging to a different onset/rhyme sequence, as in (148), the representation for German *Spruch* /ʃprʊx/ 'motto' proposed by Brockhaus (1999) (see also Kaye 1996):

\[(148)\ \begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{ON} & \text{Co} & \text{O} & \text{N} & \text{O}
\end{array}\]

Here the initial /ʃ/ is assigned to the coda position of a syllable preceding the branching onset /pt/.

It is clear that the principles adopted by government phonology lead to a sharp reduction in the types of 'syllables' that are recognised in the model, and, as such, is to be preferred over less restrictive accounts. However, this comes at the cost of the introduction of what at first sight appears to be a very powerful, and apparently unrestricted, theoretical device, the empty position.

Is the motivation for the introduction of empty positions merely theory-internal, or are there indications to be found that they correspond to anything outside the model? An obvious sign of the latter state of affairs would be if we can find alternations between the empty position and some realisation.

One such example involves word-internal clusters, and therefore provides evidence for the recognition of empty positions in word-internal as well as word-peripheral contexts. The English word *empty* /empti/ will have the following representation in government phonology (we indicate only those licensing domains which are relevant):

\[(149)\ \begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{O} & \text{N} & \text{Co} & \text{O} & \text{N} & \text{O}
\end{array}\]

Here the /p/ cannot be assigned to the rhyme of the first syllable, which already contains a rhymal adjunct (/m/). Rather, the /p/ functions as the onset of the second syllable, which licenses the /m/ in the coda of the first syllable, by the coda licensing principle in (138b). Now the /l/ cannot be syllabified into the onset of the second syllable, as /pt/ is an ill-formed onset
in English. As a result, we must propose an empty nucleus in the second syllable, which licenses the /p/ in the onset, by (138a). Finally, /t/ is syllabified into the onset of the third syllable, where it is licensed by the /l/, rather than into the coda of the second syllable.

Interestingly, one possible realisation of empty is [empti], where the normally empty position is filled by the default vowel, the schwa, thus providing some degree of independent evidence for the postulation of the empty nucleus.44 There are other phenomena, too, in which similar realisations are found. We have already observed that intervocalic heterosyllabic clusters typically show falling sonority: e.g. al.pa, but not *ap.la, whereas onset clusters typically consist of less sonorous followed by more sonorous consonants, so that English play, brown and throat are well formed, while *lpay, *rbrown and *rthoat are not. By constituent government, a coda is governed, and hence licensed, by the following onset; but if the second consonant is more sonorous than the first both consonants are syllabified into the onset.45 However, this is not possible in a language which does not allow branching onsets, but does allow intervocalic sequences of two consonants displaying rising sonority. In such a case, the two consonants must be assigned to successive onsets, with an intervening empty rhyme:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(150)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{R} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{R} \\
\text{O} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} \\
\theta & \quad \text{a} & \quad \text{p} & \quad \text{a} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

where, by onset licensing (138a), the onset of each syllable is licensed by the following nucleus.

Support for structures like (150) can be found in the fact that vowel–zero alternations are much more common between the members of ill-formed medial clusters (i.e. those with rising sonority) than of well-formed clusters. Thus we do not find, for example, English [fanidin] finding alternating with *[fanædæn], but we do, as Harris (1994: 192) points out, find alternations such as [fældin]/[fældin] fiddling corresponding to [fædæl] fiddle (cf. also words such as athlete, with the realisations [æθliːt] and [æθləɪt]).

Harris analyses the fiddle/fiddling type of case by assuming that the representation of fiddle contains three syllables:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(151)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{R} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{R} \\
\text{O} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{O} & \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} \\
\Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{f} & \quad \text{id} & \quad \text{v} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{θ} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

while fiddling will have the representation in (152):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(152)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{R} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{R} \\
\text{O} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{O} & \quad \text{N} & \quad \text{O} \\
\text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{x} \\
\Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow & \quad \Downarrow \\
\text{f} & \quad \text{id} & \quad \text{v} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{θ} & \quad \text{o} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

In (151), the empty nucleus of the second syllable must be filled by segmental material, i.e. schwa, while in (152) this is optional. We return presently to the question of why this should be.

Similar evidence can be cited to suggest the existence of empty onset positions. We find cases parallel to the alternation in empty, but this time involving the onset, typically in cases of hiatus. Compare the English and Dutch forms for mayonnaise, viz. /meɪnænzaɪ/ and /meɪnjoːnəs/ (or its common abbreviation /maɪnə/) In the Dutch form the onset is filled by a glide, while English permits the onset to remain empty.

Some languages indeed reject empty onsets altogether at the phonetic level; German, for example, is generally claimed to insert a glottal stop wherever the onset is phonologically empty, so that a word like Ende lenda/ ‘end’ is realised as [ˈɛndə]}
Analyses like these raise a general question which we have not yet addressed. How do we constrain the occurrence of empty positions in the syllable? In other words, why does the second syllable of (151) (fiddolbə) require that the underlyingly empty position be filled phonetically, while the empty position of the second syllable of (152) (fiddolbunə) may remain empty? More generally, what is to stop us proposing surface representations like (154)?

(154) \[ R \quad R \quad R \quad R \quad R \]
\[ O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \]
\[ x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \]
\[ p \quad a \quad ə \quad ə \quad s \quad ə \quad t \quad a \]

The relevant constraint here is that an empty nucleus must be followed by a filled nucleus, or, more precisely, by a nucleus that is ‘audible’; we will see below that ‘being audible’ does not necessarily mean that features are actually associated to the skeletal position. Whether or not a language permits a final empty nucleus is a matter of whether it allows what in other models are referred to as word-final coda consonants. Languages which do allow word-final consonants have final empty nuclei which license the consonant in the onset (cf. the representation of pike in (145b)), while those which allow only ‘open syllables’ do not allow final empty nuclei. This is a matter of parameter setting, and must be specified for each language.

In formal terms, a non-final empty nucleus must be licensed by a following nucleus, under what is referred to as proper government. The proper governor, i.e. the second of two nuclei, must not itself be empty. This principle, then, explains why the second syllable of fiddle in (151) must be realised with [ə]; the final nucleus is itself empty, and so cannot license a preceding empty nucleus. On the other hand, the nucleus of the third syllable in fiddling (fiddolbunə) in (152) is filled, so that the empty nucleus in the second syllable is properly governed, and therefore need not be filled.

Notice that the principle is not that a rhyme with segmental content must be preceded by a rhyme that is empty. Rather, what the theory demands is that if an empty rhyme occurs it must be followed by a rhyme that is filled. Kaye et al. (1990: 219) formalise the principle governing the phonetic interpretation of empty positions as the Empty Category Principle, formulated as (155).\(^{46}\)

\(^{46}\) For a reinterpretation of the ECP, see Rowicka (1999).

3.8 Licensing and government

(155) Empty Category Principle (ECP)
A position may be uninterpreted phonetically if it is properly governed.

They discuss various examples of vowel-zero alternations in Moroccan Arabic which illustrate this principle:

(156) a. tan ktitb ‘I write’
    b. tan ktitbu: ‘we write’

In (156), the vowel [i], a high central vowel, is the phonetic realisation of an empty nucleus.

Compare now (157a) and (b), the initial structures for (156a) and (b):

(157) a. R \[ R \quad R \quad R \quad R \]
\[ O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \]
\[ x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \]
\[ k \quad ə \quad t \quad ə \quad b \quad ə \quad u \]

The empty nucleus of the second syllable of (157a) must be given phonetic interpretation, as it precedes another empty nucleus, just as in the case of fiddle. However, the plural form involves suffixation of /u/, so that the empty nucleus of the second syllable is properly governed by a filled nucleus, and therefore need not be realised. This yields the forms [kʊtiːbə] and [kʊtiːbu], respectively. The singular form is now well formed, as the nucleus of the second syllable is filled, and can therefore properly govern the nucleus of the first syllable, as in (158a). However, the plural form is still ill formed, because the empty nucleus of the second syllable cannot properly govern the empty nucleus of the first, which must therefore receive phonetic content:

(158) a. R \[ R \quad R \quad R \quad R \]
\[ O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \quad O \]
\[ x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \]
\[ k \quad ə \quad t \quad i \quad b \quad ə \quad k \quad ə \quad t \quad ə \quad b \quad u \]

The first nucleus of (b) is now filled by [i], to give the surface form [kitbu]. The constraint on empty positions plays a role in accounting for many paradigmatic alternations of this sort.
The ECP may be overridden by other factors. Charette (1990) discusses apparent schwa-deletion processes in French, such as that illustrated by the alternations in (159):

(159) semaine [samen] ~ [sdmen] ‘week’
enemi [enami] ~ [enãmi] ‘enemy’

The alternations here are in accord with the ECP, with all the empty positions being properly governed by a following filled nucleus. However, the form in (160) does not show the same alternation:

(160) secret [sãkre] ~ *[sãkre] ‘secret’

Here proper government appears to be obeyed, as indicated in (161):

(161) R R
    | | R R
    O N O N
    x x x x x
    o o o o o
    e ð k r e

Charette attributes the failure to allow the empty position in (161) to surface to the fact that a ‘governing domain’ intervenes, i.e. a domain containing a governing segment, in this case the head of the complex onset. Thus the presence of an onset cluster means that the ECP does not apply in secret, whereas it does apply in semaine, allowing the first nucleus not to be realised.

Let us consider finally a further case involving vowel–zero alternations, this time from the phonology of Dutch. Dutch has what is traditionally described as an optional process of schwa epanthesis between a liquid and a – in traditional terms tautosyllabic – consonant:

(162) help [hlep] ~ [helap] ‘help’
    worp [worp] ~ [worp] ‘throw’
    balt [balk] ~ [bâlak] ‘beam’
    snark [snærk] ~ [snærok] ‘snore’

However, if the final consonant is a coronal obstruent, the schwa is not found:

How can we account for this in government terms? The forms in (162), which permit the vowel–zero alternation, must have a structure in which both the final consonants are onsets:

(164) R R R R
    | | | | R R R R
    O N O N O N O N
    x x x x x x x x
    o o o o o o o o
    e ð l ð p ð

This structure provides an empty position – the nucleus of the second syllable – which can be filled by segmental material under proper government. However, it is not clear how government phonology would account for the realisation without schwa, which would apparently involve a violation of the ECP, as two successive nuclei would then remain empty.\(^{47}\) One possibility is that the /l/ in help is reinterpreted as the nucleus of the second syllable, as in (165):

(165) R R R R
    | | | | R R R R
    O N O N O N O N
    x x x x x x x x
    o o o o o o o o
    e ð | p ð

The phonetic plausibility of this is confirmed by the speech of one of the authors, for whom postvocalic /l/ is vocalised.

The forms involving final coronals appear to require a different representation. Observe that we are dealing here with homorganicity between the two consonants.\(^ {48}\) Recall that homorganicity between a sonorant and a following consonant is a classic situation in coda licensing; the place of articulation of, say, a nasal and a following stop is not independent. We suggest that \(vilt\) has the representation in (166):

\(^{47}\) This difficulty does not arise when suffixation is involved: a form like helpen ‘to help’ has a filled final nucleus, which means that both the realisations [heləpə] and [heləpə] are in accord with the ECP.

\(^ {48}\) We are assuming here that /l/ in Dutch is at least phonologically coronal.
i.e. the structure contains only two syllables, with no empty position between the /l/ and the /t/, and therefore no possibility of an alternation with a form with an epenthetic schwa. Thus /l/ is licensed by /t/, the onset of the second syllable.

Interestingly, if the liquid is followed by a sonorant consonant, the form with schwa always seems to be possible, irrespective of whether the sonorant is coronal, as shown in (167):

(167) helm [helm] ~ [heləm] ‘helmet’
       arm [arm] ~ [ərəm] ‘arm’
       kern [kərn] ~ [kerən] ‘kernel’

This may reflect the presence of a ‘minimal sonority distance’ constraint in Dutch, as proposed by Harris as a language-particular restriction on the elements which are involved in some governing relationship. In turn, this can be associated with a more traditional notion, the syllable contact law (e.g. Vennemann 1988: 40), which, in government terms, states that not only do coda-onset domains involve falling sonority, but the sonority distance between them should be as great as possible. Thus the optimal coda-onset sequence is a highly sonorant consonant followed by a plosive. In the case of Dutch, an onset can license a homorganic sonorant coda only if there is sufficient sonority distance between them (however this is to be measured; in Harris’s approach this is formulated in terms of relative complexity). Liquids and nasals are very close in terms of sonority, and so, even if the two consonants are homorganic, the second one cannot license the first, and so the syllabification must be as in (164), with an empty nucleus intervening between the two (onset) consonants, thereby allowing schwa ‘insertion’.

This analysis is supported by the fact that, although Dutch allows the final sequence [rn] (kern), it does not permit either [rl] or [ln]. This suggests that the sonority distance between these consonants is too small to allow the second to license the first, and so they can only occur with an intervening vowel. This is illustrated by the forms in (168), where we contrast Dutch forms with their cognates in English and German, which do not display this restriction:

(168) Dutch    German    English
  kerel [kɛrəl] kerl [kɛrl] churl [ʃɔːl]

Thus the different sonority distances between the members of the pairs [rl], [rn] and [rt] is reflected by their behaviour in Dutch: [rl] never forms a licensing domain, [rn] does so optionally and [rt] always involves coda licensing.

3.9 Summary

In this chapter we have considered phonological structure above the level of the segment. After briefly indicating in §3.1 that we can establish a prosodic hierarchical structure which corresponds to sentences, motivated among other things by phonological processes which have the various layers of this hierarchy as their domain of application, we focused in §3.2 on the first layer in this structure, the syllable. The need for a syllabic domain in phonological representations was motivated intuitively (by appealing to the awareness that native speakers have of syllabification) but also, and more firmly, in terms of restrictions on well-formedness (phonotactic constraints) and processes that refer to the syllabic domain or to its edges. In §§3.4–3.5 we reviewed a number of theories which differ in their view of the internal structure of the syllable. We concentrated particularly on two approaches, onset–rhyme theory and mora theory. The way in which strings of segments can be organised in syllables was examined in detail within the context of the former theory, and we also addressed the issue of how to represent cross-linguistic differences in syllabic organisation in terms of the setting of a number of parameters. Having established that syllable structure forms part of the phonological representation, we proceeded to investigate the relation between the terminal position of the syllable structure and the featural structures that represent the content of segments, and showed that this relation is auto-segmental. This allowed us to show in §3.6 that a particular set of features can associate to more than one syllabic position, giving us a representation of phonological length. A further consequence of syllabic positions and segmental content being independent of each other is that one can exist without the other. In

---

49 We are assuming here dialects of English which are rhotic, and dialects of German in which the /r/ is not vocalized. Notice that in Scots English, for example, [tr] is possible in these forms, as in the realisations [ʃurət] and [ʃurə].
Syllables

§3.7 we discussed various examples of this phenomenon. §3.8 was concerned with an interpretation of onset–rhyme theory within the theory of government phonology, in which the occurrence of syllabic positions is subject to their contracting appropriate licensing and government relations. Within this approach to phonological structure, we discussed further aspects of syllabic organisation and syllable-based processes such as vowel–zero alternations. In this model, syllabic positions crucially enter into a head–dependency relation, which plays an active role in characterising constraints and processes.

3.10 Further reading


There is an extensive literature on the interface between syntax and phonology with respect to prosodic structure; see for example the papers in Inkelas and Zec (1990), as well as Inkelas and Zec (1995) and Selkirk (1995).